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CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE 2017

the southern african wildlife college 
(sawc) was established in 1996 by the 
world wide fund for nature, south 
africa (wwf-sa) in close cooperation 
with interested and affected parties in 
southern africa, including national and 
provincial government departments, other 
conservation agencies and organisations, 
and the southern african development 
community (sadc). the sawc is a private,  
independent sadc training institution and 
as such, does not receive any government 
subsidies. 
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and yet as we look a little deeper we see that there are 
more people responding and new pathways emerging 
that could lead us to solutions. People are stepping up 
across different sectors, new funding models are being 
developed, collective governance at community level is 
emerging and different planning strategies for protection, 
conservation and minimizing the loss of natural resources 
are taking place both locally and globally.

in addition, technologies that have revolutionised so many 
sectors of the economy have the potential to transform 
the way we conserve.  one of the most significant areas 
of work, unsurprisingly, is in data capture and analysis. 
drones, bio-acoustics and genetic mapping allow field 
scientists to gather more information than ever before. 
Meanwhile, the proliferation of smartphones, new mobile 
applications and environmental monitoring tools allow 
this data to be accessed and applied in new settings. 
this allows conservation and environmental leaders 
and managers to observe, record and analyse data for 
improved conservation and environmental management 
as well as evidence based decision-making. artificial 
intelligence is also having radical effects on sustainability 
efforts and is opening the door further. (extracts from the 
nature conservancy, global solutions.)

as a highly regarded southern africa development 
community (sadc) centre of specialisation in conservation, 

education, training and skills development, the use of 
available technology and the applied learning process 
using practical hands on learning methodologies, whilst 
testing and using newly developed tools, is fundamental 
to the college’s training methodology, which in turn is 
aimed at helping develop best practice for the industry. in 
this way students are able to learn by engaging in direct 
application of skills, theories and models thereby ensuring 
that the training provided becomes that much more 
valuable. 

with students applying the knowledge and skills gained 
from traditional classroom learning to hands-on and/
or real-world settings, creative projects, independent or 
directed research, they are not only able to keep up to date 
with techniques being used in the field but to pioneer 
possible improvements. in applying what is gained from 
the applied experience to academic learning, the results 
can then be used to inform industry via published peer 
reviewed articles.  

with a two-year grant provided by united for wildlife 
supported by the royal foundation of the duke and 
duchess of cambridge and Prince harry in 2016, the 
sawc has made significant strides in using the spacial 
monitoring and reporting tool sMart across various 
applications and projects, and also in testing the sMart 
system against other similar technologies. this has allowed 

Foreword
MANy OF ThE ARTiClES PuBliShED ON ThE CuRRENT 

SCENARiO OF BiODiVERSiTy CONSERVATiON PAiNT A GRiM AND 
FOREBODiNG PiCTuRE, PARTiCulARly FOR OuR ENViRONMENT. 
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the college to develop conservation-based applications 
in novel and directly applicable ways. as examples, the 
college has used sMart to assist with the management 
and identification of problems with its own infrastructure 
thereby allowing for environmental monitoring and 
mapping; to assist with monitoring of community grazing 
land improvement interventions; to measure, evaluate 
and improve the effectiveness of wildlife law enforcement 
patrols and site-based conservation activities; and in 
collaboration with Peace Parks foundation to develop the 
use of standardised data collection, crime analysis and 
predictive modelling for the greater Kruger environmental 
Protection foundation. all of these projects are ongoing, 
and will be used by others wanting to make use of proof 
of concept. 

two other significant projects include: Breaking down 
mental barriers and misconceptions in international 
reciprocal programmes and the aging of buffalo and 
genetic sustainability in areas where harvesting takes 
place versus areas where harvesting does not take place.

as an academic institution, the college’s applied learning 
department has access to fellow Phd’s around the 
world from countries such as the us, united Kingdom, 
sweden, the netherlands, rwanda and Zambia. under 
the semblance of an ecological study, the college 
hopes to determine what preconceived ideas relating to 
conservation and community development exist within 
the african context and similarly the international context 
and then breaking these down and contextualising them 
within what can be considered ‘the global village’. the idea 
is to create a group of thought leaders/future leaders who 
are able to move beyond current misconceptions about 
communities, social economic determinants, political 
and historical determinants which are currently seen as 
mitigating factors or factors unique to a political context, 
for example land claims within the african political context.  

with the buffalo ageing project it is being determined 
whether the continuous removal from any gene pool of 
the best trophy specimens, before the genes have had the 
opportunity to be passed on, will in the long term impact 
the herd and the species as a whole and result in a poor 
gene pool. 

with modern day technology it is possible to assess and 
reverse the trend as needed. with the support of oxford 
university graduates, technology was used and developed 
to take a series of high resolution images of an entire herd 
using a slow fixed-wing aircraft and interpret the findings. 
in stitching the photographs together one can literally 
assess each animal in the herd. using the taylor first Molar 
tooth aging method, one can accurately determine age 
in years. this linked to other characteristics such as boss 
development and condition of the ear tips, that allows one 
to successfully age live buffalo bulls. 

this technology and aging technique will be used not only 
to guide the industry in terms of harvesting and takeoff 
but is also being used to develop software, which will aid 
the process and can be implemented across the industry 
not only for buffalo but for other species as well. this 
aerial monitoring and ageing methodology will then, at a 
much lower cost than at present, be available for use not 

only locally but internationally to monitor various species 
including threatened and scarce species such as sable and 
roan. 

with biodiversity conservation looking at the entire 
biophysical system, over time, future conservation leaders 
must be exposed to all forms of wildlife and natural history, 
from butterflies to birds and insects. in 2017, as part of 
this process, the college’s higher education natural 
resource Management students were introduced to 
bird monitoring, as part of their enrichment and learning 
experience at the college. 

students were trained on bird identification as well as 
field skills in identifying various species. utilising the 
Birdlasser smartphone application, our students have 
collected valuable bird presence and absence data for the 
college and surrounding region. the students install the 
bird monitoring application on their smartphones via the 
google Play store and register with Birdlasser and can 
immediately start collecting bird observations, including 
interesting bird behaviour, breeding, courtship and 
feeding activities.  

this data was then uploaded to the Birdlasser server and 
sent on to the southern african Bird atlas project, at the 
university of cape town (uct), where it is utilised to develop 
key biodiversity trends, range maps, species updates and 
supports inputs into various conservation strategies for 
endangered bird species. the robust monitoring protocol 
and statistical ecological systems at uct, also ensures that 
the quality of the data is authentic and credible.

as such, it is increasingly clear that it is impossible to 
separate environmental concerns and conservation 
sustainability and biodiversity efforts from global 
advancements. in addressing this, there is no doubt 
that we will be required to fundamentally rethink and 
resize our solutions on a collaborative and global basis. 
however this cannot be achieved without the  inclusion 
and beneficiation of people living within this conservation 
landscape. exciting times indeed…

...supported by the Royal 
Foundation of the Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge and 
Prince harry, the SAWC has made 
significant strides in using the 
spacial monitoring and reporting 
tool SMART across various 
applications and projects...
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the vision of the southern african 

wildlife college is to become the most 

sought after centre of excellence in 

conservation education and wildlife 

Management training in the southern 

african sub-region.

the southern african wildlife college 

aims through cutting edge, hands-on 

training programmes, to produce highly 

competent and motivated protected 

area managers and conservationists 

that are able to manage and conserve 

their protected areas and associated 

fauna and flora on a sustainable 

basis, within the stated conservation 

objectives, and in close cooperation 

with local communities.

Our vision

Our mission
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Message from 
the Board of Directors
we have once again successfully finalized another year 
of our responsibility to ensure the delivery of education, 
training and skills development, whilst contributing to the 
natural resource management of the southern african 
region. amidst the welcome and generous infrastructure 
development funded by the german development Bank 
via Kfw and with scarce resources, the southern african 
wildlife college has once again been able to ensure that 
the required training was conducted whilst carrying out its 
mandate and fulfilling its objectives. 

given the changing dynamics and context within which the 
college operates, we as conservationists are not surprised 
to be confronted by adverse working conditions. rhino 
and elephant poaching continues across the continent, 

and those of us involved remain committed and on guard 
to help conserve and protect these two iconic species. 
the college as a recognized private higher education 
and training institute continues to provide the necessary 
training, capacity building and support needed to fight 
against illegal exploitation and trade of these and other 
resources. in addition it is exploring various technologies to 
counter poaching, whilst also providing applied learning to 
ensure that people can successfully implement what they 
have learnt.  

the Board is proud to share in the college’s successes. 
the canine unit based at the college for example has 
contributed significantly to the fight against poaching in 
the greater limpopo transfrontier conservation areas, 
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further facilitating the work being done by conservation 
managers and field rangers in both state and privately 
owned protected areas. 

as a southern africa development community (sadc) 
centre of specialisation, the college continues to 
provide training for transfrontier conservation areas 
(tfca’s), with a view to boosting collaboration in wildlife 
management, community development and improved 
protection of resources. it has also provided training and 
skills development in community development projects 
as well as in promoting research in the greater limpopo 
transfrontier conservation areas. this is bolstered 
by continuing collaboration on various projects with 
universities across the sadc region, united states of 
america, australia, china, new Zealand and india.

as a Board we extend our sincere gratitude to the 
donors of the college who have provided a strong pillar 
of support by way of channeling timely resources that 
benefit the students being trained and the projects being 
conducted by the sawc. we also note with appreciation 
that additional donors are coming on board to support 
the college’s endeavours, with increasing support from 
those with whom the college is already associated. whilst 
this generous support is necessary and our sincere wish 
is that it continues, the college has also launched various 
discussions on its sustainability to ensure that it can, by its 
own means, fund the basic requirements which will allow 
it to operate and deliver quality services. 

in carrying out its mandate, during the year under 
review, the college extended the ties of cooperation with 
other educational institutions and in addition, signed 
a Memorandum of understanding (Mou) with the 
national administration of conservation areas (anac) of 

Mozambique, to train the candidates from Mozambique. 
the Mou is significant as it defines the determination of 
anac to help secure funding to contribute to the training 
of its students, as a way of also guaranteeing more 
ownership from the side of Mozambique.  

we are aware that the southern africa wildlife college must 
maintain relationships with surrounding communities, 
and we are continuing with our support in order to help 
empower the college to obtain maximum collaboration. 

we recognise the challenges that are still faced by both 
parties. the college is however not measuring its efforts 
to purely ensure inclusivity, but on the success of real 
engagement with local communities, which will allow for 
the strengthening of the college as one of africa’s premier 
conservation skills and training facilities, supported by 
modern policies, principles and practices whilst also 
securing livelihoods across the region. 

it is very clear in our minds that the college would not 
exist without allies, partnerships, friends and products 
to deliver to the countries and stakeholders with which 
it engages. we as a board therefore once again reaffirm 
our commitment to help guide the college in shaping the 
future of conservation through innovation, education and 
skills development. 

dr. BartoloMeu soto
chair of the sawc Board

dr. Bartolomeu soto and Mrs. theresa sowry, signing the Mou between the national administration 
of conservation areas (anac) of Mozambique and the southern african wildlife college. 
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Message 
from  
the  
CEO

we welcomed two new faces to the southern african 
wildlife college management team. ashwell glasson 
who heads one of our academic pillars, that of academic 
compliance and sector advancement, and dr Yolande 
Pretorius who heads our higher education management 
qualifications. in a short period of time they have both 
proved to be invaluable members of our team.
 
for me personally, the most significant accomplishment 
during the year under review was the college obtaining 
its full accreditation with the council of higher education.  
this was achieved a year ahead of schedule, and was an 
enabling factor for the sawc to sign a number of Mou’s 
with local and international universities – showing that the 

sawc has truly come of age in its academic evolution. 

not only are the memorandi important between 
academic institutions, but just as important are those 
working relationships with conservation organisations. 
sawc proudly signed with anac (the governmental 
conservation body in Mozambique) during the year under 
review.

our infrastructure development project (fondly referred 
to as Phase ii) reached completion at the end of 2017.  
the additional infrastructure made possible by the 
generous €4 million investment by Kfw via the german 
development bank has transformed our campus.  read 

2017 WAS A VERy ChAllENGiNG yET EVENTFul yEAR.
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more on this topic in a dedicated section of this year’s 
annual review, but let me say that the college now not only 
hosts upgraded and additional accommodation for staff 
and students, but a state of the art conference venue; and 
applied learning facilities including a laboratory. a huge 
thank you to sadc, Kfw, wwf-sa, sanParks and PPf 
for all being part of this upgrade in one way or another.  
a special and notable thanks to PPf for pre-financing the 
start of the project, as this allowed the sawc to upgrade 
the facilities in a workable time frame. we all look forward 
to putting the new campus to use, and making all those 
partners who believed in the project proud.
 
graduation of our higher education Protected area 
Management students is always a highlight of the year, 
and the sawc proudly graduated 46 students from across 
the sadc region on this programme. following some 
discussion, these programmes will now be known as our 
natural resource Management, higher and advanced 
certificate Programmes, which are registered as higher 
certifcate in nature consrvation implementation 
and leadership and advanced certificate in nature 
conservation transfrontier conservation Management.  
worth mentioning was the fact that this year’s graduation 
celebrated 20 years since the programmes inception in 
1998. this milestone was dignified by Prof. Morne du Plessis 
(ceo of wwf-sa) who attended the graduation and was 
one of the speakers at the ceremony.  wwf-sa are the 
founder donor of the sawc, and hearing Morne explain 
the worth of our institution to the conservation industry 
was humbling. in addition, both Mr werner Myburgh, ceo 
of Peace Parks foundation and dr leonard sefu, trustee 
of the southern african wildlife college trust and former 
representative of Malawi Ministry of tourism, wildlife and 
Parks and sadc wildlife technical committee addressed 
the guests and graduands. leonard fondly remember 
being associated with the first of these programmes 

offered in 1998. another milestone was achieved by our 
field ranger department which saw the biggest ever pass 
out parade of 119 field rangers – all heading for employment 
after their training, funded by the national treasury’s Jobs 
fund, with the matched funding component provided by 
some of our long standing donors including dioraphte 
foundation, friends of african wildlife, My Planet rhino 
fund and united for wildlife supported by the royal 
foundation of the duke and duchess of cambridge 
and Prince harry. this training took place on the new, 
dedicated, fit for purpose field ranger training camp – 
erected with the funding made possible by Kfw. 

the Protected area integrity department also started 
training programmes in india and Myamar during 2017, 
not to mention our first marine field ranger training 
programme in Mozambique.

the sawc K9 unit expanded considerably in donor 
support and effectiveness.  Johan van straaten our 
dedicated dog Master went across to texas to learn new 
training techniques from renowned texas houndsman, 
Joe Braman.  we are all extremely excited to see this unit 
develop over time and have a measurable impact on our 
anti-poaching efforts and applied learning training.  

My personal passion, flying for conservation, also showed 
huge impact in the wildlife areas in which we operate.  
every field ranger student was trained in ground to air 
communication – an essential skill needed by field rangers 
with today’s conservation challenges. two students from 
Zambia were trained as light sport aircraft pilots, and 
over 800 hours were flown in our rhino conservation 
programme.  unfortunately during these flights 44 rhino 
carcasses were located. all the more reason to keep 
training conservationists to fly to ensure complete area 
coverage over their reserves. 

over 800 students in total were trained during 2017, coming 
from 11 different african countries and an additional four 
international countries. short courses and universities 
programmes showed immense growth even though 2017 
was a challenging year with all the construction which 
resulted in reduced occupancy and training on campus.  
the fundraising team under Jeanné Poultney managed to 
grow our donor base and secure close on r20 million from 
our valued and dedicated donors.  

i always like to end my section in the annual review with 
a heartfelt thank you to all our generous and dedicated 
supporters. while a large amount of time and effort is 
being dedicated to sustainability models, a very special 
thank you to the donors that remain with us year on year.  
we could not run this institution without your continued 
support. thank you for helping us keep our heads above 
water and believing in what we do.

theresa sowrY
chief executive officer
southern african wildlife college
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Our 
Staff 2017

Executive Management

chief executive officer Mrs. theresa Mary sowry

executive Manager: finance Mrs. sharmain deborah hanekom

executive Manager: Marketing, fundraising and 
Media relations

Mrs. Jeanné Poultney

Finance

senior Bookkeeper Mrs. adele van rooyen 
(resigned 30 april 2017)

assistant financial Manager Mrs. Marisa Kruger

Project accountant: finance Mrs. Melanie cornelius

Junior Bookkeeper: financial expenditure Ms. charné desmore

Junior Bookkeeper: financial income Ms. Bianca theron

Marketing & Fundraising

Junior coordinator: Marketing and fundraising Ms. Phumudzo ramasuvha

Business Development

head: Business development Mr. clive Poultney (contracted)

human Resources

head: human resources Ms. lesley diane greyling

human resources administrator Ms. Perseverence Khutso Maake

Academic Department

academic Policy & sector advancement 

head: academic Policy development and sector 
advancement

Mr. ashwell Barrett glasson

applied learning

head: applied learning Prof. alan John gardiner

information database and training coordination 
service agent

dr. cleo graf

information systems trainer and analyst Mr. iuan gray

it training support coordination/environmental 
Monitor

Mr. condrie collen Mkansi

academic support & Quality assurance

head: academic support and Quality assurance Ms. anelle rautenbach

database administrator Mrs.  grace ndlovu

learner Management system administrator Mr. aaron redinku lekoloane 
(resigned 23 June 2017)

learner Management system administrator Ms. sensizwe Morale 
(from 1 august 2017)

learning resources officer Ms. daphne gengayan



resource centre officer/environmental Monitor Mr. freddy nukeri 
(from 1 May 2017)

resource centre Volunteer Ms. Mireth tlantelani Mathebula 
(until 31 august 2017)

information Technology Services

Manager: it Mr. Johan Volsteedt

Wildlife Area Management

Manager: wildlife area Management 
Qualifications

Mr. Malcolm douglas 
(resigned 17 March 2017)

Manager: wildlife area Management 
Qualifications

dr. Yolanda Pretorius 
(from 10 May 2017)

coordinator: wildlife area Management 
Qualifications

Ms. fortunate Mathonsi

senior advisor/coordinator: short courses 
and university Programmes: wildlife area 
Management

Ms. Marilize van der walt

short courses and university Programmes 
administrator/ennvironmental Monitor

Ms. rejoyce Mdhlovu

Protected Area integrity

field ranger training/afrts

head: Protected area integrity Mr. ruben de Kock

Manager training Mr. James Petzer-Moore 
(resigned 14 July 2017)

Manager specialist training Mr. clive van rooyen 
(from 7 august 2017)

Programmes Manager Mrs. Marianne de Kock

Primary Project trainer/Mentor Mr. wouter Johan combrinck 

course leader class c/Mentor (sergeant) Mr. excelent Murrel Macabe

training Programmes coordinator Ms. tshilidzi Mercy ntsandeni

class c trainer Mr. sepeng John ntombela

class c trainer Mr. John oupa Makgoka

class c trainer Mr. Pieter gabriel Van deventer

class c trainer Mr. stephanus Johannes nel de 
Jager

class c trainer Mr. francis thabani ngwenya 
(resigned 30 June 2017)

class c trainer Ms. natasha elizabeth Bruwer

class c trainer Ms. Marion ruth Bourn

class c trainer Mr. ntshuxeko doctor Munetwa

class c trainer Mr. Mogammat Zain adams

ranger camp services

ranger camp coordinator Ms. Mumsy Patricia sihlangu

ranger camp assistant coordinator Ms. olga Mnisi

ranger camp food services assistant Ms. lorecia ngomane

ranger camp food services assistant Ms. lydia shabangu

ranger camp food services assistant Ms. tsakani ngomane

ranger camp food services assistant Mr. Qola lovemore Khoza

ranger camp food services assistant Ms. Perseverance Mnisi

gate guard services

gate guard supervisor Mr. given abbey Malibe

gate guard Mr. herry caculele Mahlakwana

gate guard Mr. gobson Mac Mashele

gate guard Mr. experience Mlambo

gate guard Mr. reason Mathebula

gate guard Mr. trust sihlangu

relief gate guard Mr. clive ngomane

aerial Patrol & Monitoring Project

air wing support services Pilot Mr. Bruce cyril Mcdonald

K9 Project

dog Master Mr. Johannes Bartholomeus Van 
straaten

Kennel hand/dog handler Mr. wisdom creavice Makhubele 
(resigned 31 august 2017)

Kennel hand/dog handler/class c trainer Mr. Zikombiso shana Mkhomolo 
(resigned 1 august 2017)

Volunteer: dog handler/trainer Mrs.  christina Maria de flamingh

Kennel hand/dog handler/class c trainer Mr. Pleasure Mathebula

industrial Placement Ms. Kristin Mary ewers

intern Ms. sharlotte sithole

intern Mr. Malose Johannes Meso

Community, youth Development & Access

head: community, Youth development and 
access

Mr. christopher Yesaya Kafoteka

community development Project coordinator Mr. elias samson Jijide

community development Bridging course 
coordinator

Mr. Malejane Moses Maphoru

Bridging course and Projects administrator Ms. Zanele Mathonsi

learnerships and Projects administrator Ms. thinatia seepane

RiSE unit (Community Based Natural 
Resource Management)

Project leader Mr. sboniso ryan Phakathi

assistant Manager Mrs.  Martha ntlhaele themba

field facilitator Ms. linda natasha hlengwa

Mentor Ms. elna de Beer

rescource economist Ms. candice lee eb 
(resigned 21 March 2017)

Sustainable use & Field Guiding

head: sustainable use and field guiding dr. Kevin robertson

senior trainer Mr. Pieter thomas nel

senior field guide and trainer Mr. gabriel andries lindeque

Environmental Monitors

sawc environmental Monitor: seconded to rise 
unit

Ms. Vutomi Mnisi

sawc armed environmental Monitor: seconded 
to applied learning department/field guide

Ms. thabisile sibuyi

sawc environmental Monitor: seconded to rise 
unit

Mr. tomas twarisani ndhlovu

Operations

Maintenance services

Manager: Maintenance operations services Mr. Paul Jacobus du Plessis

Maintenance supervisor Mr. thokozani nkuna

Maintenance: administrator Mr. ezekiel Machavi 
(until 26 May 2017)

Mainenance administrator Ms. Malwandla ngomane 
(from 1 august 2017)
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handyman services

Maintenance: chargehand - welder Mr. Bernard ntimba

Maintenance welder/carpenter Mr. solver cliford ntimane

Maintenance gardener Mr. dziliang elvis Mkhonto

Maintenance: supervisor/assessor Mr. emmanuel shabangu 
(resigned 17 february 2017)

handyman & garden services/groundsmen

Maintenance: gardening services Mr. lennox seepane

Maintenance handyman Plumber Mr. louis lubisi

Maintenance supervisor/assessor Mr. Michael wisdom Machavi

Maintenance  handyman Painter Mr. surprise seepane

Maintenance handyman electrician Mr. thulani Kivert Machabe

Maintenance handyman carpenter/Brick layer Mr. tomas sibuyi

Maintenance: supervisor/assessor Mr. Victor rudolph seale

Maintenance:  supervisor/assessor Mr. wastone Machavi

Maintenance: Plumbing industrial Placement Ms. innocent Milicent nyathi

Maintenance: gardening services Mr. chester Malapane

Maintenance: gardening services Mr. class Masuku

Maintenance handyman carpenter/Brick layer Mr. themba Khosa

Maintenance handyman Plumber Mr. excellent ubisi

drivers

Maintenance supervisor/driver Mr. willys Magula Zitha

Maintenace: senior driver Mr. emmanuel Mnisi

Maintenance: relief driver Mr. Peace Mahlatse Mokgope

hospitality services

Manager: hospitality services Ms. hazel elizabeth timm

logistics

Manager: logistics Ms. dineo cathrine chiloane

coordinator: logistics Ms. candy Kgethego Morale

reception

receptionist Ms. amelia hope Makhubela

receptionist Ms. tebogo Mahlake

food services

hospitality supervisor and stock controller Ms. nokuthula theodore ngobeni

shift supervisor: Kitchen Mr. calvin nyathi

shift supervisor: Kitchen Mr. relies nyathi

shift supervisor: Kitchen Ms. Precius Mathebula

cook Ms. sdudhla idah Mnisi

cook Mrs. ranny sihlangu 

cook Mrs. lineth Monyela

food service assistant Mr. godwin leave Mabaso

food service assistant Mrs. Vivian Mnisi

food service assistant Ms. gift ndlovu

Kitchen intern Ms. rethabile deliwe sekgobela

Kitchen intern Ms. thembi annabel Zitha

Kitchen intern Ms. forgive shelabi

Kitchen intern Ms. Brenda ngwenya

Kitchen intern Ms. faithful leshaba

housekeeping services

supervisor: housekeeping Ms. Mpumelelo ruth Mzimba

housekeeping assistant supervisor Mrs. Mariam ngomane 

housekeeping assistant Ms. hlekani nomsa Mathebula

housekeeping assistant Mr. sainet seteromane Mokgope

housekeeping assistant Mrs. Married thete

housekeeping assistant Mrs. elinah sithole

housekeeping assistant Ms. faith Mmathabo Mohlala

housekeeping assistant Mrs. Pretty Mathebula

housekeeping intern Mrs.  daltania Maluleke

housekeeping intern Ms. Mylord Mndlovu

housekeeping intern Ms. Mydon Mavis Mathebula

housekeeping intern Ms. evidence Machavana

housekeeping intern Ms. lungi ngwenya

housekeeping assistant: hans hoheisen research 
centre

Ms. nomalinda ngomane

Phase ii infrastructure Development

Project Manager: Phase ii development Mr. rory allardice

Project administrator/compliance officer  
Phase ii development

Mr. gustus Justice Manyike 
(resigned 3 March 2017)

Ms. sharon Veronica humphries 
(resigned 23 June 2017)

site Manager: ohs and Quality coordinator: 
Phase ii development

Mr. Michael liveris

community liaison officer: Phase ii development Ms. nyiko nicoline Mahime

community liaison officer: Phase ii development Mrs.  Marble Madhlope

storeman/ dispatch officer: Phase ii 
development

Mr. Professor sydney Mtungwa

site Manager: ohs and Quality coordinator: 
Phase ii development

Mr. Michael gardiner

site Manager: ohs and Quality coordinator: 
Phase ii development

Mr. lionell schreiber

receiving/ Purchasing clerk: Phase ii 
development

Ms. rhandzane goodness 
ndlhovu (from 1 april 2017)

Personal assistant Phase ii development Ms. Melissa swan 
(from 17 July 2017)

Phase ii development rhino team: general 
construction 

Mr. caleb Mogakane

Phase ii development rhino team: general 
construction 

Mr. tom seepane

Phase ii development rhino team: general 
construction 

Mr. truth shabangu

Phase ii development site crew 1 Mr. confidence Khosa

Phase ii development site crew 1 Mr. oriel Makukule

Phase ii development site crew 1 Mrs.  sweetness Mahanuke

Phase ii development site crew 1 Ms. Merciful salikazi ndhlovu

Phase ii development site crew 2 Ms. nkateko sithole

Phase ii development site crew 2 Mr. Musa Vusi Maluleke

Phase ii development site crew 2 Ms. Queen Mzimba

Phase ii development site crew 3 Mr. heron Makaringe

Phase ii development site crew 3 Mr. douglas ubisi

Phase ii development site crew 3 Mr. leon Makhubela

Casuals labourers

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. isaac Valoi

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. gloudy thandy Machabe
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casuals/Pool of labour Ms. reshoketswe Veronicah 
Moreku

casuals/Pool of labour Mrs.  Petronel Mahlatse sebashe

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. sainah thobela

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. Martin Mighty Mokgope

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. goodman Mafumo

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. chresie tracy ubisi

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. Karila catherine sibuyi

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. light Mathebula

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. suzan Masia

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. Jeaneth Machavi

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. reshoketswe Veronicah 
Moreku

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. Pretionate nature sibuyi

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. advice Qholani Mathebula

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. sthembiso Khatazile Machabe

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. ntombi futhi ayanda 
Mathebula

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. lovemore Mthethwa

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. lugert cloudia Mathonsi

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. shine Mlambo

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. abigail tintswalo Malibe

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. Mamayila Polite ndlovu

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. surprise nyathi

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. tsundzukani expect Khoza

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. loderick ngobeni

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. Papikie conright Mokgope

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. ntshuxeko Maria Mthisi

casuals/Pool of labour Mr. Kulani Mkhonto

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. amukelani Mnisi

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. tonieth Mongoe

casuals/Pool of labour Ms. florence tlangeni ngomani

a sPecial 
thanKs to 

all our staff 
MeMBers for 

their hard 
worK and 

coMMitMent 
throughout 

2017.
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Our 
Academic
Department

this pillar was put in place to complement and enhance 
the two other pillars namely applied learning and 
academic support and Quality assurance (asQa) as a 
collective academic department servicing our internal 
income-generating units as well as our core strategies, 
led by the executive. this strategy was also undertaken to 
ensure that the sawc has the internal capacity to evaluate 
and proactively respond to the highly dynamic education 
and conservation landscape. this includes undertaking 
specific activities or projects to build capacity at a practical 
level with the sawc managers and their teams, such as 
assessor and instructor development, as well as resource-
enhancement. this further includes policy and stakeholder 
support activities, with our key national and international 
stakeholders, such the department of environmental 
affairs (dea), the conservation and tourism sector 
education and training authority (cathsseta), the 
department of higher education and training (dhet), 
the council of higher education (che) and the southern 
african development community (sadc). 

one of the primary activities the academic Policy and 
sector advancement unit has undertaken, is a complete 
review of the education and training policy framework, 
in light of the broader accreditation, compliance and 
sector requirements. over time, various policies have been 
modified, revised and in many cases new policies instituted. 
these include a policy on institutional accreditation of short 
courses and ensuring that the various income-generating 
business units, were capacitated to take the opportunity 

to develop needs-driven short courses for the sector. in 
addition, the academic Policy and sector advancement 
unit successfully led the application for free access to the 
google suite for education. the implementation of this 
system is being co-piloted in conjunction with the natural 
resources Management programme and the applied 
learning unit, to introduce a student-friendly high-impact 
blended-learning system, which uses online-learning tools 
to complement applied, theoretical and classroom-based 
learning. the pilot of this programme will be evaluated 
from a learning success and policy-perspective, in order to 
expand the online-learning component that the sawc is 
beginning to offer.

from a sector advancement perspective, academic 
Policy and sector advancement plays a role in advancing 
the sawc presence in various forums that are critical to 
conservation education and training. examples include 
membership of the southern african society for co-
operative education (sasce), the dhet Private Providers 
forum, the greenMatter network and the dea-rhino 
antipoaching committee. internally, academic Policy 
and sector advancement presents policy, landscape and 
related project updates and discussion points at the sawc 
training advisory working group on a regular basis.

during the 2017 reporting period the sawc, obtained 
full registration, as a Private higher education institution, 
the culmination of hard work and focus by the academic 
team. in combination with the registration requirements, 

AcAdemic policy And sector AdvAncement

AS NOTED By ThE ChANGES TO ThE OVERAll ACADEMiC 
DEPARTMENT OF ThE SAWC, iN MiD-2017, A NEW PillAR WAS ADDED, 

CAllED ACADEMiC POliCy AND SECTOR ADVANCEMENT.
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the 2016 to 2017 period saw a diverse and large amount of 
higher education and training (het) legislation gazetted, 
which has influenced the strategy and trajectory that the 
college has undertaken. this has included the roll-out 
of institutionally-accredited short courses, the need for 
implementing greater access to research journals and 
various student and learning enrichment activities. the 
onward focus, will be on profiling our applied learning 
unit  and other researchers with the che and dhet, as 
the applied learning unit gains further traction, as a 
developing innovation and applied research unit. 

the sawc has commented on and participated in public 
comments to various state organs, including the dhet, 
the south african Qualifications authority (saQa) and the 
Quality council for trades and occupations (Qcto). the 
college has worked with various sector stakeholders, such 
as sanParks and the dea in conjunction with this. the 
college specifically commented on the draft workplace-
based learning (wPl) guideline, which is likely to become 

the overarching framework for work-integrated learning 
(wil) and related workplace-based education and training 
programmes. a priority-focus area for comment, was 
on the draft Policy on internationalisation of education, 
directed at the dhet.

this active engagement with various state actors, has 
helped the sawc build deeper networks and derive 
greater and greater value for our team, especially in the 
light of the rapid changes and tensions in Public higher 
education and training (Phet). 

in conclusion, the academic Policy and sector 
advancement unit’s focus is based upon evaluating sector 
needs, assisting position the sawc where possible and 
developing a proactive and responsive policy-framework 
to support compliance, but, more importantly enhance 
initiatives in conservation education and training, that truly 
do positively add value to conservation, local communities 
and wildlife.



although the college has since its inception offered hands 
on, practical training, the adoption of an applied learning 
strategy, is a result of a proactive review of the colleges’ 
business model, the natural process of organisation 
renewal, as well as being responsive to the dynamic needs 
of the biodiversity and conservation sector. these needs 
are also reflected in the growing needs of the southern 
african development community, the broader african 
region, and the needs of the conservation sector at large.

the applied learning strategy is led by the applied 
learning unit, with the support of the academic support 
and Quality assurance and academic Policy and sector 
advancement units. the applied learning strategy aims 
to articulate applied learning research, translating it into 
improved conservation management, across a range of 
disciplines. the analysis and needs are developed into 
discreet projects designed to move forward and address 
the needs of the biodiversity and conservation sector.

the four income generating training departments are key 
internal supporting departments, especially in generating 
applied learning research requests and developing 
projects, providing subject matter expertise, undertaking 
data collection, and ensuring the uptake and integration 
of research findings as updates and improvements to their 
practises and teaching material. in addition, the college 
core departments (such as hr, finance, etc) will also add 
information and data for their own research projects. this 
allows for a holistic approach to making the college, as a 
whole, a working model of best practice in the biodiversity 
and conservation sectors.

in 2017 the applied learning unit, in collaboration with 
the college’s training and core departments and external 
partners, started 12 projects and conceptualised a further 
11 for 2018. Many of the projects require extra human 
capacity, and or skill sets, in addition to the knowledge and 
input of the sawc subject matter experts. to achieve this 
we partnered with academics and students from several 
universities and institutions including leiden university 
in the netherlands, swedish university of agricultural 
sciences (slu), university of oxford in the uK and the 
netherlands institute for the study of crime and law 
enforcement (nscr).

Below we detail the projects undertaken in 2017. these are 
brief summaries of the aims and progress of each project 
during the year under review. 

PROjECTS

Buffalo
the sustainable use and field guiding department were 
asked to give input on the health of the trophy population 
of Buffalo and input for the buffalo hunting protocol in 
the collection of associated private nature reserves (aPnr)
alongside the Kruger national Park. in order to provide 
accurate information we identified a need for relevant 
data. this led to a conversation with relevant professionals 
about the need for efficient and effective data collection 

tools. hence we instigated two projects, conducted by 
two master’s students from the university of oxford. the 
first looked at the possibility of using aerial photography 
to monitor and assess the buffalo population; the second 
looked at the possibility of using computers to count, sex, 
and assess trophy buffalo from aerial photographs. 

Both projects have had some success with their aims. 
Ms. torres from the university of oxford was able to test 
various cameras, settings and flight behaviour to produce 
the best quality photographs to assess buffalo. Mr. walker, 
the other student from the university of oxford, was able 
demonstrate proof of concept; the computer was able 
to learn and accurately recognise male/female animals, 
young/mature animals and to assess the bulls’ horns into 
size classes. unfortunately there were too few trophy bulls 
to teach the computer to identify the largest size classes. 

the next step is to try and develop the concept of using 
computers and aerial photography to assess other species 
(such as rhino and elephant) and create a user-friendly tool 
that can be widely deployed. the intention being that this 
method will allow for more frequent and more accurate 
aerial assessment of large mammal populations. for 2018, 
a project is planned to make use of all the buffalo aerial 
photography generated in the projects described above 
to provide a status report on the buffalo population with 
regards to the bulls’ trophy spread from the aPnr to 
within the Kruger national Park.

Rhino
Knowing where your high-value or endangered species 
are, will help managers to plan their patrols better and 
ultimately be able to better protect the animals inside their 
area. when combined with data on the times, locations 
and nature of past poaching activities, this provides insight 
to where, and at what times, rangers should patrol to have 
the greatest chance of deterring or preventing future 
crimes. light sport aircraft (lsa) is a tool that can collect 
both types of data: animal distribution locations, and signs 
of poaching activities. however, very little evidence exists 
to validate the importance and relevance of its use. as a 
result, wildlife managers are being asked to motivate 
to keep the planes in the air or pay for the service. this 
project will study how effective aerial survey data is in 
anti-poaching operations, and how it is used for informing 
management decisions for operation planning. 

this project is being conducted in collaboration with nscr, 
timbavati Private nature reserve, Klaserie Private nature 
reserve, and sanParks. all partners are contributing data 
but due to the sensitive nature of this data we are unable 
to report in any detail, other than to say that it is ongoing.
in a separate, but related project the K9 unit are working 
with My van doormaal at the nscr to collect data from 
the training exercises of the dogs being trained and used 
in anti-poaching operations. the project is monitoring 
the training and efficacy of dogs in detecting and 
apprehending poachers. the use of dogs is a relatively 
new addition to the african anti-poaching arsenal. as with 
the planes, managers are often asked how effective and 

Applied leArning

ADOPTiNG AN APPliED lEARNiNG STRATEGy
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successful the dogs are. Very little has been published 
about using dogs and their success rates. therefore, this 
project is analysing the effectiveness of using dogs in the 
field. this project should be able to identify the optimal 
conditions or circumstances to use dogs in the field.

further work is planned for 2018 to make use of the data 
collected from aerial patrols to test which, if any, factors 
(such as water, temperature, food availability, and other 
species) may impact how rhino use their landscape. as 
mentioned earlier, knowing where your vulnerable animals 
are, or will be, will enable managers to be proactive and 
efficiently deploy suitable resources to protect these 
vulnerable animals.

SOCiAl RETuRN ON iNVESTMENT
social return on investment (sroi) is a tool that can be 
used to assess the holistic impact of any interventions 
undertaken. the main business of the college revolves 
around training conservation professionals, many courses 
offered are to unemployed or disadvantaged students 
wanting to access jobs in the industry. we would like to be 
sure the types of course and the content covered serve our 
students in their career development. with this in mind, 
both the wildlife area Management and community, 
Youth development and access departments have 
undertaken sroi projects. they will be following students 
once their studies are complete, to assess if the educational 
intervention from the college results in improvements 
for them, and if so, for how long these effects persist post 
study. 

if no improvements are seen, then the sroi projects 
will assist the departments with pinpointing where the 
courses are letting students down, or what further support 
is needed for success. these are long term projects. results 
will be reported in future reports.

in addition to the education departments, the rural 
initiatives for a sustainable environment (rise) unit will 
also use sroi to gain insight into the impact of the college 
and its policies on our neighbouring communities. the 
college has a formal policy of using local contractors, with 
local employees for infrastructure and construction work. 
the aim of the policy is to support the local economy and 
build capacity and experience for local contractors. the 
hope is that this policy will improve relations, prospects 
and income levels for our neighbours. results will be 
reported on in future reports.

in another but related project being conducted by rise 
and our business development manager (contracted), 
sroi is being used to monitor the impact of the newly 
created Mayibuye game reserve for the surrounding and 
participating communities. this study is forming the body 
of Mr. Poultney’s master’s study and is ongoing.

ExAM RESulTS
the academic support and Quality assurance department 
controls and supervises all educational offerings at the 
college. since all courses at the college are taught in 
english, students are asked to take a literacy and numeracy 
competence test when applying for admission in order 
to achieve a minimum standard. even at this standard 
many students struggle as, for many, english is a second 

or third (or more) language. in order to try and address 
learning challenges brought about as a result of language 
difficulties, the department has been offering additional 
english tuition to all staff and students. they wanted to 
test if initial literacy and numeracy of students (a), has an 
impact on their final course results and (b), changes when 
additional tuition is offered. these results will help shape 
student support services for future learners. 

Preliminary results were surprising in terms of the 
great variability in final results when compared to the 
initial literacy and numeracy tests; some showed a large 
improvement (as we had hoped) and some showed a 
large decline. this may be due to the administration of the 
incoming student tests. the students are given the tests to 
take in their place of work with no controls as to whether 
they complete them alone or with the help of others. 
therefore the initial outcome of this study is to address the 
administration of these intake tests.

ADAPTiVE MANAGEMENT
our maintenance department monitor several aspects 
of college functioning including the use of water and 
electricity. the first project is to use sMart (spatial 
Monitoring and reporting tool) to collect, analyse and 
report on utility use. this has allowed us to identify 
and address high usage areas, and respond by solving 
problems and adapting how things are done to reduce 
consumption. this has already reduced consumptions 
in many sectors of the college and is a working example 
of technology contributing to adaptive management 
practices. the data will continue to be collected and 
monitored on an ongoing basis.

for 2018 a project is planned to clean the college waste 
water for (re)use. two different methods of cleaning water 
will be compared, the efficiency monitored, and challenges 
solved and documented as they arise. the hope is that we 
can pilot a cheap and robust way of cleaning water so that 
it can be reused. once we have things working here we 
can trial it in rural areas with limited water and sanitation 
available.

The Applied learning strategy 
aims to articulate applied 
learning research, translating 
it into improved conservation 
management, across a range of 
disciplines.
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in the first instance the name of this academic pillar 
was changed from academic compliance and Quality 
Management to academic support and Quality 
assurance. the new name more accurately describes the 
responsibilities of the unit. the change from “compliance” 
to “support” portrays the inclusivity and contributory 
nature of the department towards the activities of the 
sawc. the change from “management” to “assurance” 
clarifies our approach to quality in the implementation of 
academic processes. as a requirement, academic support 
and Quality assurance staff members undergo polygraph 
tests once a year to ensure the integrity of our academic 
processes. 

student support was one of our main activities during 
2017. among other initiatives, after-hours coaching 
and mentoring sessions were provided to all students. 
this included orientation for our local and international 
students, additional it literacy and numeracy sessions, 

exam preparation and the development of study skills. 
study guides were developed for all the modules of both 
higher education and training (het) natural resource 
Management certificates. a Portuguese-english glossary, 
including common industry terms used in all the modules, 
was developed for particularly the Mozambican het 
students.

the resource centre was re-roofed early in 2017 as part 
of the Phase ii infrastructure developments. three large 
printers, the contents of the library and the computer lab 
were temporarily moved to various classrooms. we were 
grateful to move back into our freshly painted offices and 
resource centre in March.

during 2017, we received notification from the department 
of higher education and training (dhet) that the sawc’s 
registration as a Private higher education institution was 
converted from Provisional registration to full registration, 

AcAdemic support And quAlity AssurAnce

2017 WAS A SiGNiFiCANT yEAR FOR ThE ACADEMiC SuPPORT 
AND QuAliTy ASSuRANCE uNiT.
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valid until 31/12/2021. this is a significant strategic outcome 
for the sawc and recognition for the quality of its 
programmes and growing policy focus. ultimately, this full 
registration as a Private higher education institution also 
supports our role in the southern african development 
community (sadc) region even further as the dhet is 
targeting greater collaboration, student mobility and 
research partnerships between educational institutions in 
the sub-continent. the full registration report was signed 
off by the director-general: higher education and training.

the conversion from provisional to full registration is not 
an automatic process. all providers go through registration 
stages and start off in a provisional registration phase. 
during the period of provisional registration a provider has 
to submit evidence of compliance in a consistent manner 
for example the submission of comprehensive annual 
report (institutional and academic) in order to progress 
through the stages.

without our accreditation, we would not be able to offer 
the kind of valuable needs-driven programmes that equip 
students with the tools to become anything from field 
rangers to future conservation managers across the sadc 
region and beyond.

the academic team, made up of our quality assurance and 
policy specialists, strive to ensure that we achieve what we 
pledge to do. in our case, being legally compliant is only 
the beginning in our quest to realise our role as a leader in 
the conservation education and training sector.

every year we have to report on our education and training 
activities in order to keep our accreditation as a higher 
education institution. this annual report draws on all our 

departments’ work; from our annual financial statements, 
our corporate governance, health and safety compliance, 
through to our website and, of course, our students’ 
learning experiences and successes. for our team, it is 
our opportunity to show the education authorities the 
evidence of our commitment to high-impact learning as 
the leading applied conservation education and training 
institution in the region. secondly, it provides us with 
an opportunity to reflect on the college’s systems and 
methodologies, where we can improve and what stands 
out as best practice in our conservation education and 
training programmes.

The Academic team, made up of 
our quality assurance and policy 
specialists, strive to ensure that we 
achieve what we pledge to do. in 
our case, being legally compliant 
is only the beginning in our quest 
to realise our role as a leader in the 
conservation education and training 
sector.
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Wildlife Area 
Management

the 2017 academic year once again showed our students, 
who hail from various countries and conservation 
organisations from across the sadc region and further 
afield, to be disciplined, enthusiastic and conscientious 
in their approach to their training and skills development.  
their love for and dedication to conservation is both 
humbling and evident when it comes to applying their 
minds and skills to the task that lies ahead.

each year, the college offers two higher education 
and training certificate programmes in wildlife area 
Management, namely: higher certificate in nature 
conservation: implementation and leadership and the 
advanced certificate in nature conservation: transfrontier 
conservation Management. 

during the year under review, 49 full time students (11 
women and 38 men) enrolled for the academic year. 
the students came from seven different countries, 
representing 15 organisations. south african students 
comprised 20% of the class, and hailed from four different 
organisations. 

sixteen modules were completed, including class tests, 
training block assignments and a final semester exam as 
part of the higher certificate and 13 modules as part of the 
advanced certificate. fourteen external subject matter 
experts facilitated 21 of the modules with the remainder 
facilitated by four sawc lecturers.

the work integrated learning (wil) phase of the academic 
year is one of the most important parts of the programme. 
this is being made even more so now that the higher 
educational system in south africa is dictating a greater 
emphasis on practicality over theory, which is fortunately an 

approach the college has always taken. this year, students 
returned to their work places between april and July and 
all succeeded in completing their wil assignments. due 
to students joining the course from various countries and 
backgrounds, the college has developed an extensive 
academic support programme which includes extra 
classes in numeracy and literacy that have helped improve 
the overall performance of several students. 

our Wildlife AreA mAnAgement
HigHer educAtion And trAining progrAmmes

Their love for and dedication to 
conservation is both humbling and 
evident when it comes to applying 
their minds and skills to the task 
that lies ahead.
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Gender Name Surname Organisation Country

f seroetsana agatha Mokakatlela Maloti drakensberg lesotho

f Masiane Victoria Mabusane liphofung cave culture/ heritage site lesotho

M antónio hilário chemane administracao nacional das areas de conservacao Mozambique

M eduardo hélio Jordão Mufume administracao nacional das areas de conservacao Mozambique

M eduardo daniel ngovene administracao nacional das areas de conservacao Mozambique

M daniel tangeni Kafula Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

f Manyando glaudine Makumbi wuparo conservation namibia

f selma njahi sikopo lusese conservancy namibia

f ndeshipewa Julia hamwaanyena Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

M Joseph Kasungo Buchane Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

M Patrick Mkhabela Kruger national Park south africa

M ronald Mathonsi Kruger national Park south africa

M Pollen Kgotso Mashego Kruger national Park south africa

M Johan Jonathan lottering sanParKs south africa

M frederick Padmaker Peace Park foundation south africa

f Bukelwa Jele eastern cape Parks and tourism south africa

M siyabulela disteleka eastern cape Parks and tourism south africa

M Kelvin sikagoma national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M Kelvin Mapulanga national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M Mathews Mumbi Zambian wildlife authority Zambia

M lackson Mbewe national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M noble Mumbi national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M Jackson chingumbe national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M Jonas chitalu national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M chilupe Messrs ng’oni national Parks and wildlife service Zambia

M george Kamuzhu Phiri thornicroft lodge/Zambia carnivore Project Zambia

M oscar Mwiya african Parks Zambia Zambia

list of students attending the 2016 academic year - higher Certificate Course in Nature Conservation: 
implementation and leadership
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Gender Name Surname Organisation Country

M Moses areseb namibian Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

M eugenio Peneve fernando Bouene limpopo national Park Mozambique

f Bochiwe dhliwayo Zimbabwe Parks and wildlife Management authority Zimbabwe

M elhardo ellis eiseb namibian Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

M Paulus gowaseb namibian Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

f Mercy Kaligande Malawi department of national Parks and wildlife Malawi

M alufeyo trouble Kamwera Malawi department of national Parks and wildlife Malawi

M richard Mahlangu Zimbabwe Parks and wildlife Management authority Zimbabwe

M Martiens Maleba Kruger national Park south africa 

M charles Mbao Zambian department of national Parks and wildlife 
services

Zambia 

M Jacob colani Mdlovu Kruger national Park south africa 

M Joe hankombo Moonga game rangers international Zambia 

f nothando rosslyn Moyo Zimbabwe Parks and wildlife Management authority Zimbabwe

M smith Kennie Mpanje Malawi department of national Parks and wildlife Malawi

M aubrey Mpelule african Parks network Malawi

M Zanenkosi Marcus Mtolo umgano devco south africa 

M chengo Mubanga Zambian department of national Parks and wildlife 
services

Zambia 

f grace namukonde Zambian department of national Parks and wildlife 
services

Zambia 

M robert Pengevali shatipamba namibian Ministry of environment and tourism namibia

M Jones sibale Malawi department of national Parks and wildlife Malawi

f Yolande Mzwandile tembo Zambian department of national Parks and wildlife 
services

Zambia 

list of students attending the 2016 academic year - Advanced Certificate in Nature Conservation: 
Transfrontier Conservation Management

in 2017 our student representative council was integral in maintaining a level of open communication between the 
students and staff. a smoothly functioning student body is the result of discipline and dedication on the part of 
the students and is not attributable to good management only. the student body was lead this year by a dynamic 
group that were mature, involved and responsible throughout. they ensured a smooth working relationship 
between the student body and college staff as well as providing a leadership example for others at the college to 
follow.

President Jacob colani Mdlovu south africa

Vice President Yolande tembo Zambia

secretary chengo Mubanga Zambia

food committee (hc) oscar Mwiya Zambia

food committee (ac) Bochiwe dhliwayo Zimbabwe

news editors committee (hc) Kelvin Mapulanga Zambia

news editors committee (ac) nothando Moyo Zimbabwe

environmental committee (hc) Jonathan lottering south africa

environmental committee (ac) eugenio Peneve Mozambique

social committee (hc) Kelvin sikagoma Zambia

social committee (ac) elhardo ellis eiseb namibia

class representative (hc) george Phiri Zambia

class representative (ac) charles Mbao Zambia

SRC PORTFOliO 
RESPONSiBiliTiES AND 
COuNTRy REPRESENTATiON

2017 student representative council (Back row from left to right: 
charles, chengo, Kelvin, eugenio, Jonathan, oscar; front row from 
left to right:  Jacob, Yolande, george, elhardo)
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thanks goes to “our” team of lecturers and to the natural 
resource Management Qualification course co-ordinator 
Ms. fortunate Mathonsi. although, our lecturer team 
remained largely unchanged Mr. Malcolm douglas, 
manager of the wildlife area Management Qualifications 
department, resigned from sawc in March this year to 
pursue his passion of teaching children and young adults.

Malcolm had been contracted by the sawc as trainer for 
the higher education training programmes since 2012 
until his full time appointment in 2014. he contributed 
significantly to maintaining the high standards of the het 
programmes and we wish him well in his new position 
as head of outdoor and environmental education at 

2017 ACADEMiC yEAR By WEEk DAyS (241 TOTAl)

semester 1 Modules

semester 1 exams

semester 2 exams

workplace Block

supplementary exams

supplementary exams

exam moderation

semester 2 Modules

45

15

91

5

55

20

5

5

st. John’s college. at the beginning of June 2017, dr. 
Yolanda Pretorius, took over Malcolm’s position at the 
college. her background mostly comprises academic and 
practical ecological teaching and research. Before joining 
the college she was a lecturer at the centre for wildlife 
Management (university of Pretoria) since 2013.

from June 2017 the department started to receive a steady 
flow of applicants for the 2018 higher and advanced 
certificate programmes. as usual there was lot of interest 
from Zambia, namibia, Malawi and Zimbabwe. the 
influence that the college has on the lives and careers of 
its graduates is widely recognised and we remain a sought 
after training institution in the sadc region. 

2017 MODulES COMPlETED: hiGhER 
CERTiFiCATE iN NATuRE CONSERVATiON: 
iMPlEMENTATiON AND lEADERShiP

Module Name

Bcs 312 Basic computer skills

coM 311 communication

Pec 313 Philosophy and ethics of conservation

Bec 314 Basic ecology

PPM 327 Principles of Personnel Management

gca 322 general conservation administration

Veg 317 Vegetation studies

cMP 329 conservation Management Planning

iet 321 introduction to ecotourism

inM 324 infrastructure Maintenance

ene 325 environmental education

cdc 323 community development and conservation

ans 315 animal studies

chM 316 cultural heritage Management

Pfa 328 Principles of financial administration

cle 326 conservation law enforcement

2017 MODulES COMPlETED: ADVANCED 
CERTiFiCATE iN NATuRE CONSERVATiON: 
TRANSFRONTiER CONSERVATiON 
MANAGEMENT

Module Name

crs 414 conservation research

gis 424 geographical information systems

luP 425 land-use Planning

BVM 411 Biodiversity Management

cBM 413 community Based natural resources Management

caM 412 catchment Management

fiM 426 financial Management

ect 423 eco-tourism

edP 415 environmental development Planning

tfc 422 trans-frontier conservation Management

nrP 421 natural resources Protection

ren 416 resource economics

hrM 427 human resources Management
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Graduation 2017
OF ThE 27 STuDENTS iN ThE hiGhER CERTiFiCATE ClASS WhO ATTENDED 

ThE ENTiRE 2017 ACADEMiC yEAR, 23 GRADuATED AS WEll AS TWO 
STuDENTS WhO REPEATED AND REWROTE SOME OuTSTANDiNG MODulES 

FROM PREViOuS yEARS.

the 2017 graduates from the higher certificate class (above) and the advanced certificate class (below) with 
the head of academic support and Quality assurance, Ms. anelle rautenbach (far left), ceo Mrs. theresa sowry 
(centre) and the head of department, dr. Yolanda Pretorius (far right). 
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Pilot, Bruce Mcdonald, with student, george Phiri, ready to experience his prize flight for being the best animal 
studies student in 2017.

  Certificates, Awards  
and Scholarships

2017 AWARDS

all 21 fulltime students from the advanced certificate class who attended the 
entire 2017 academic year graduated.

the following awards were presented to students from the higher and 
advanced certificate classes at the graduation:

higher Certificate Name Organisation

hans hoheisen award for the Best Protected area Manage-
ment student

noble Mumbi
Zambia department of national Parks and wildlife and 
services 

distell foundation award for the Best student:  
higher certificate in nature conservation and leadership 
(cum laude)

george Kamuzhu Phiri thornicroft lodge (Zambian carnivore Programme)

distell foundation award for the Best student:  
advanced certificate in trans-frontier conservation 
Management (cum laude): 

richard Mahlangu Zimbabwe Parks and wildlife Management authority

sawc Best animal studies student george Kamuzhu Phiri thornicroft lodge (Zambian carnivore Programme)

Advanced Certificate Name Organisation

sawc award for the Best financial Management student
rosslyn nothando 
Moyo

Zimbabwe Parks and wildlife Management authority

rosie sturgis award for the Most improved student Mercy Kaligande Malawi department of national Parks and wildlife
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A WORD FROM ThE 2017 SRC PRESiDENT, 
jACOB MDlOVu (SOuTh AFRiCA)

“the southern african wildlife college played a very 
important role in my life. i met different people from 
different countries and we all shared knowledge 
and celebrated our different cultures. now i am 
a different person from when i first came to the 
college. all the modules that i have done are so 
beneficial to me and my organisation because i will 
go back and implement what i have learnt and the 
skills i have gained. this will also help me improve 
my working standard and share the skills i now have 
with my colleagues.” 

despite the challenges faced with changes in the 
department’s management halfway through the year, 
2017 was still a fruitful and successful year. the hard 
work by both students and staff amidst the occasional 
neighbouring community protest, which impacted staff 
being able to come to work,  paid off and not only resulted 
in exceptional academic achievements for the students 
but also a strong comradery amongst students and staff.

the first wildlife area Management students were 
admitted to the higher education training Programme 
at the college in 1998. twenty years later this programme 
has graduated close to a thousand students and remains 
one of the most sought after courses for conservation 
authorities across africa.

our vision for the years to come is to not only maintain 
this legacy but also to adapt to the changing conservation 
climate that demands natural resource managers both in 
and outside protected areas with a diversity of skills that 
will service both people and the environment.

Based on their achievements, the following students were awarded the sought 
after southern african wildlife college trust scholarships to continue their studies 
on the advanced certificate Programme at the sawc in 2018:

•	 noble Mumbi - Zambia department of national Parks and wildlife services
•	 selma njahi sikopo - lusese conservancy (namibia)
•	 george Kamuzhu Phiri - thornicroft lodge (Zambian carnivore Programme)

Top Achievers
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Some of the module practical and field trip highlights included:
•	 a trip to Moholoholo wildlife rehabilitation centre as part of the animal studies module

•	 Practical training session at the elephant museum in letaba (Kruger national Park) as part of the environmental 

education module

•	 a practical training session in soil erosion control in the welverdiend community across from the college as part of the 

infrastructure Maintenance module

•	 a celebration of diversity as part of the cultural heritage module

•	 a simulation of a wildlife crime scene on campus as part of the natural resource Protection module

•	 Plant sampling on Kempiana reserve as part of the Biodiversity Management module

Highlights
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in 2015, the sawc revived its short course programme 
with a greater needs driven focus. since then a number 
of short courses have been gaining momentum mainly 
through word of mouth. short courses that seemed to be 
more in demand in the marketplace were those that dealt 
with project management skills with a strong focus on 
transfrontier conservation Projects. requests for training 
in sMart (spatial Monitoring & reporting tools) that 
leant towards equipping those on the ground with the 
necessary software skills also increased. these tools allow 
one to report quickly and efficiently on information that 
is gathered in the field on a daily basis, especially when it 
comes to conservation law enforcement information. the 
swaziland national trust commission sent their entire 
team for training during november 2017 in order to learn 
the sMart software for their own strategic efforts.   

short courses in resource economics and community 
development and conservation were the chosen courses 
by the limpopo department: economic development 
environment & tourism (ledet) to train many of their 
community representatives in and around their provincial 
nature reserves. the sawc and ledet also started 
re-engaging on the renewal of the Memorandum of 
understanding (Mou) between organisations to streamline 
the administration processes to bring quality training to 
where it was needed more quickly. 

short courses for individuals have also been in demand. 
these included conservation law enforcement, 
Biodiversity studies, computer literacy, conservation 
communication & administration, Philosophy & ethics 
of conservation, Vegetation studies, community Based 
natural resource Management, catchment Management. 
these short courses were were all attended by individuals 
as a collective, with some landscaping practitioners in the 
mix which provided for some interesting discussions. 

2017 was a really rewarding year as we expanded our scope 
beyond the norm, which in turn allowed people working 

ShORT COuRSE PROGRAMMES

officers from the lubombo transfrontier region attended a project 
management short course in november 2017 through a giZ/PPf 
funded initiative.

university progrAmmes 
And sHort courses

... a number of short courses have 
been gaining momentum mainly 
through word of mouth.

discussions in the collaborative environmental governance 
short course during March 2017

in different environmental fields to attend some of our 
modules in short course format.     

our short courses are institutionally accredited and 
depending on the assessment criteria employers require 
for their staff, certificates were issued either as certificates 
of achievement or certificates of attendance.
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the college has in itself grown considerably over the last 20 
years but up until 2013, these programmes mainly focussed 
only on educational visits to the region’s conservation 
areas and regional wildlife educational centres such 
as Moholoholo rehabilitation centre, the hoedspruit 
endangered species centre, the Kinyonga reptile Park, 
the Panorama tour of Mpumalanga’s region, and visits 
to the renowned Kruger national Park. it was from 2013 
onwards that we started evaluating our own capacity to 
provide what we now refer to as our skilled Practitioners 
Master classes.

during 2016 and leading into 2017, these tailored university 
programmes started gaining tangible momentum. as 
an educational institution, we recognise that there are 
common threads running across these organisations, 
with many of them being interdependent. Many of us are 
striving towards regional economic stability, conservation 
of our natural resources through best practice, initiatives 
aimed at creating better livelihoods for all, especially at 
community level. as such we looked at focal themes that 
are intrinsic to organisations within the wider conservation 
landscape. as we drilled down into the skilled practioner’s 
learning domain, we realised that we were able to offer 

relevant applied and practical experiences in the field 
of conservation, tourism, law enforcement, sustainable 
utilisation and community development. adding to this 
is our location both within the greater Kruger national 
Park and within a rich and diversified local region. and 
this is when our skilled Practitioner Master classes 
started gaining real traction. Being located within such a 
diversified local region also allowed us to further expand 
our offerings. 

our definition of a skilled Practitioner is someone that 
has mastered and is actively engaged in a specific art, a 
discipline, or a profession, in a specific sphere of influence, 
regardless of their level of qualification. we regard these 
skilled practitioners as those that really “know the walk 
and not only the talk”. Many of them have been in these 
industries for years. they provide one with an eye-opening 
reality of the lifestyle and passion of their chosen career 
paths that in turn provokes the thoughts of those that 
are considering getting involved in similar career paths. 
these themed categories of skilled Practitioners Master 
classes can be packaged for a specific curriculum. each 
theme has a number of classes that could be combined for 
greater intellectual stimulation and understanding. 

a skilled Practitioner research activity. engaging in the collection of data – 
grand Valley state university

lOOkiNG BACk OVER ThE yEARS ThE SAWC hAS RuN 
TAilORED EDuCATiONAl PROGRAMMES FOR BOTh 

FOREiGN AND lOCAl uNiVERSiTiES SiNCE 2002.

visiting universities 2017
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a skilled Practitioner activity – Visits to our dog unit (when possible).

some fun! group taking a hike on a short walking route 
along the Panorama route in the nearby mountainous 

Blyde river canyon
a skilled Practitioner Master class on counter-

poaching operations and communications.

a skilled Practitioner activity – ear tagging a rhino 
(when possible) – Michigan state university.
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Protected Area 
Integrity 

the african field ranger training services (afrts) division 
of the college, trained over 523 field rangers in 2017. in south 
africa, field rangers were trained for organisations such as 
the department of environmental affairs, north west Parks 
and tourism agency, limpopo economic development 
environment and tourism, as well as the eastern cape 
tourism and Parks agency. field rangers were also trained 
for private nature reserves like somkhanda.  Many of these 
students are trained at their respective reserves and some 
at the southern african wildlife college. unemployed field 
rangers are also brought into contact with private nature 
reserves, which need trained field rangers.

several other courses were run concurrently, these include 
extended clandestine patrols, weapon competency, and 
environmental management inspectors (eMi’s), tactical 
tracking and patrol leaders. field ranger ‘retraining’ has 
also taken place to ensure competency and to ensure that 
field rangers received the most up to date training and 
skills development. 

WilDliFE GuARDiANShiP
one of the largest projects run by this division in 2016/2017 
was year two of the Jobs fund 4 project, due for completion 
in february 2017. the project, awarded by the national 
treasury’s Jobs fund, capacity built 120 field rangers. this 
lead to the biggest passing out parade in the history of 
south africa. 119 field rangers were on parade receiving 
recognition and honours for the year-long training 
intervention they completed. 

at the end of the  two-year project a total of 247 unemployed 
learners completed a year-long accredited certificate in 
natural resource guardianship, with a further 10 females 
in the group completing their dangerous game site 
guide course, after which they were ready for permanent 
employment. this in turn would help develop the capacity 
of five employer organisations. during their training all the 
learners were placed in the workplaces where employer 
organisations supported them by providing the necessary 
experiential training. all but two of the learners enrolled 
during years one and two of the project completed the 
training. 
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ranger training staff attended and offered several 
interesting and important courses and conferences in 2017. 

these included:

•	 training for the greater limpopo transfrontier 
conservation area in Mozambique. courses included 
basic field ranger, tactical operations and selection.

•	 training for the Zinave national Park in Mozambique 
including selection and Basic field ranger training. 

•	 training of field rangers in Myanmar, which took place 
towards the latter part the year to support the Karen 
environmental and social action network (Kesan) 
initiative.

•	 the training of the first marine field rangers in 
Mozambique also took place in 2017. this was the first 
marine field ranger course presented by the southern 
african wildlife college in Mozambique and it was a 
resounding success culminating in arrests of marine 
poachers before the end of the training intervention.

iNTERNATiONAl TRAiNiNG
•	 african field ranger training services division trainer 

wouter combrinck also trained trainers in the Kaziranga 
national Park in india and achieved success by 
developing 11 trainers for the Kaziranga national Park in 
assam india.

•	 advanced field ranger training was presented at the sabi 
sands game reserve sponsored by the tusk trust. this 
training intervention was presented by clive van rooyen 
and success for the counter poaching effort was almost 
immediately visible given that poachers were arrested 
within three days of the training intervention being 
concluded.

the field ranger base and training facilities, which were 
part of the college’s Phase ii infrastructure development 
funded by Kfw via the german development Bank, have 
now been completed and the base is proving to be the 
ideal training venue for field ranger development. given 
that field rangers require as much practical as theoretical 
training, the base is perfectly situated and often allows for 
training opportunities with wildlife being present on the 
fence line and within the vast training area attached to the 
field ranger base.



2017 was a year of growth for the Bathawk Project at various 
levels. from humble beginnings in 2013, conducting 
regular patrol flights offering aerial support and training, 
the project has since developed into a highly effective 
aerial counter-poaching unit within the greater Kruger 
protection area.

our sawc aerial operations continued within the greater 
Kruger conservation areas during 2017 supported by 
continuous improvements in our aerial support capabilities 
with new methods and techniques. daily patrol/audit 
flights are conducted within the associated Private nature 
reserves (aPnr) and central Kruger regions. this data set 
of rhino distribution is proving to be invaluable to wardens 
and section rangers in rhino management and field-
ranger deployment, not only in the short term but also in 
the long-term with the enormous amount of stored trend-
data collected over the past five years.

AERiAl SuPPORT
our focus area now encompasses an area of approximately 
500 000 hectares which includes the aPnr reserves as well 
as the Joint Protection Zone of the central Kruger Park. an 
increase in poaching activity in 2017 in the region saw a 
substantial increase in the number of reaction flights for 
incursions and poacher contacts. at least 50% of our flights 
are now made-up of reaction and suppression flights and 
aerial support in counter-poaching operations.

during the year under review, we spent a considerable 
amount of time working with Johan van straaten, the 
sawc’s K9 unit dog Master and his pack-dogs, developing 
a unique recipe using the savannah as an aerial platform 
for coordinating operations and tracking the dogs from 
above. the combination of the pack-dogs, fixed-wing 
aircraft and helicopters are proving to be a real game-
changer in counter-poaching operations with a record 
number of successful poacher arrests.

Bathawk Project 
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APPliED lEARNiNG PROjECTS 
in addition to the counter poaching work conducted, 
a successful buffalo census project was carried-out by 
the project during 2017 within the aPnr as well as the 
Kingfisherspruit section of the central Kruger Park. this 
project was coordinated by students from oxford university 
in the united Kingdom. random herds of buffalo were 
photographed from the air and analysed using the latest 
computer algorithm technology to sex, age and measure 
horn-length of individual buffalo. information generated 
by this technology will assist management in making 
well-informed, scientific decisions for future off-takes and 
management objectives.

an exciting development for the Bathawk Project is that 
as part of our applied learning programme being done at 
the sawc, additional data is now collected during routine 
patrol flights. all waterholes, (seasonal or unseasonal) are 
now mapped/plotted and overlaid with rhino distribution. 
some very interesting and significant results are coming 
out of this new study. this data is being analysed by 
university students from the netherlands.

as part of our applied learning, the southern african 
wildlife college will  embark on a new rhino tagging 
initiative in our study focus area. Previously with our rhino 
capture operations, the emphasis was on rhino notching, 
which initially worked well, but of late has become slightly 
erroneous due to several notchings being duplicated in 
other reserves leading to a level of inaccuracy. 

conventional Vhf radio telemetry will have a significant 
role in rhino conservation and monitoring in the foreseeable 
future, although attaching transmitters to rhinos has been 
problematic and has yet to be satisfactorily resolved.

historically rhino have been fitted with Vhf ankle or 
foot collars and more recently, predominantly with horn 
implants. 

the foot collars have proven to be effective but in many 
cases have led to rhino injuries. the main factor being the 

risk of chafe and injury as the animal’s skin is very soft in 
that area. we have seen some past and more recent events 
unfold where some rhino have had significant injuries 
sustained through the use of this type of ankle collar 
deployment, so have opted to stay away from this option.
although the Vhf horn implant option works well, in many 
cases the horn tends to split at the implant point due to 
horn growth and horn wear.

the newest most recent technology is a Vhf ear tag. 
although the ear tags have been available for a few years 
now, they have not really been tested comprehensively on 
rhino yet. the sawc will be testing this new technology 
with Vhf telemetry equipment fitted to our savannah 
aircraft in 2018. these tagged rhino will then also be able to 
be monitored from the ground by sawc students. these 
state of the art tags will also play a vital role in the security 
of these animals.

although we have a huge data base on rhino distribution in 
our area, recorded on our daily patrol flights, little is known 
about individual animal movement, territory and home 
range. white rhino tend to move a lot further than was 
previously documented and reported. some interesting 
and valuable studies should come out of this exercise.

TRAiNiNG 
2017 saw two Zambian flight students, nathan 
siyanumbula and henry luwaya complete their light 
sport aircraft qualification through the sawc flight 
training programme. Both of them will be employed 
in national Parks in Zambia flying for conservation and 
counter-poaching operations. we wish them everything of 
the best for their future endeavours.

the sawc continues with its advanced field ranger 
ground-to-air communication courses. all advanced field-
rangers that undergo training through the sawc get to do 
these courses which are proving to be invaluable in real-
time operations. in excess of 600 field rangers completed 
these courses through the project during 2017.

SAWC BAThAWk PROjECT BREAkDOWN OF hOuRS FlOWN 2017.

Total hours 
flown 2017

No of carcasses 
from the air 2017

No of orphaned 
calves 
2017

No of wounded 
rhino
2017

No of training 
hours flown
2017z

No of incursions No of rangers 
trained with 
ground to air 2017

897 43 2 5 200 335 600+
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the unit forms a necessary link in the counter poaching 
toolkit, which is primarily as a result of dogs being able to 
track at speeds much faster than people, and in terrain 
where the best human trackers would lose spoor.

through testing and developing best practice, the sawc 
has remained abreast of current conservation challenges, 
and has expanded the sawc’s field ranger training to 
include ground to air patrols, bolstered by the K9 capacity. 
this followed as a result of the success of the canine 
capability being tested in the Kruger national Park and an 
increasing demand for well-trained dogs and handlers to 
help combat wildlife crime.

the sawc’s K9 project is aimed at producing accredited 
dog handlers who will, together with their dogs, be 
operationally competent and meet all current and future 
anti-poaching initiatives with the JPZ (Joint Protection 
Zone of Kruger national Park) and the associated Private 
nature reserves on the western border of KnP, and 
ultimately, the sadc region.

essentially, the canine capability added another tool to 
the counter poaching toolbox, with the sawc adopting a 
four-tiered approach as part of the training and support 
it provides; tier 1: Providing well-trained and equipped 
rangers; tier 2: assisting with aerial surveillance to plot and 

K9 Unit
FOllOWiNG ThE k9 uNiT’S iNCEPTiON TOWARDS ThE lATTER PART 
OF 2015, iT hAS MADE GREAT STRiDES TO BOlSTER ANTi-POAChiNG 

EFFORTS iN ThE GREATER kRuGER AREA.

dog Master, Johan van staaden with Joe Braman, 
highly regarded houndsman from texas in the u.s.

the K9 unit team with trainer, 
tina de flamingh.
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monitor rhino movements and, during an operation to try 
and suppress poachers so they do not break cover; step 3: 
to have a K9 capability by adding tracker dogs to the field 
ranger teams and step 4: to engage with the community 
to get the conservation message across and to gather 
intelligence.

the full scope of the K9 project is to train field rangers 
and dogs in disciplines that are considered to be of most 
benefit to the anti-poaching community. the initial focus 
at the sawc has been on rangers (handlers) and dogs 
in the disciplines that are not currently being offered 
elsewhere and which will provide the greatest immediate 
benefit to the anti-poaching operations. these include 
free tracking dogs trained to locate, track and indicate 
the presence of fleeing poachers off line, incursion dogs 
(spoor cutters) trained to locate and indicate the crossing 
of borders and roads by poachers, as well as detection 
dogs trained to detect illegally traded products such as 
rhino horn, pangolin scales and lion bones.

these different capabilities when looked at holistically will 
enhance entry/exit point detection; will give advanced 
warning to ranger patrols; will enable tracking teams 
to cut down on time difference of poachers who have 
entered by cutting blocks ahead of poachers; and will be 
able to swiftly locate and apprehend fleeing poachers in 
the shortest possible time. all of these interventions have 
been developed to meet the current poaching incursions 
that are being experienced daily, more specifically in the 
greater Kruger area.  

in 2017, with the support of the wwf nedbank green 
trust, which was instrumental in getting the K9 unit off 
the ground, a third row of kennels was added to house the 
growing number of dogs being trained both for operations 
in the greater Kruger and for other conservation agencies, 
who are also developing their own K9 capacity.

following the successful expansion of the unit, another 
exciting development was the introduction of Joe Braman 
to the sawc. introduced to the college by ivan carter, 
theresa sowry the sawc ceo met with this professional 
and highly regarded houndsman during a trip to the 

texas in the united states early in 2017. a visit by Joe to 
the college then followed. since then the dogs and sawc 
K9 trainers have grown in leaps and bounds with the unit 
conducting live operations in the Kruger national Park, 
Manyeleti and Balule. this, together with aerial support, 
has really bolstered counter poaching operations on the 
ground. 

during Joe’s visit, the college was also able to ascertain 
both the strengths and weaknesses of their training 
and the dogs’ capabilities. whilst very strong on a track, 
the dogs lacked certain abilities, which included their 
communication with each other as well their apprehension 
capabilities. 

with this in mind, Joe went back to texas and sourced 
some of the best hounds, which have been bred for 
generations for man tracking. Joe will continue to train 
the dogs and our dog Master, Johan van straaten, who 
has a wealth of experience in training dogs, will join Joe in 
texas early in 2018, to help train the hounds and get some 
more experience in reading and handling pack dogs. in 
the interim, the K9 unit will keep working with our own 
hounds and when the texas hounds arrive mid 2018, we 
will phase our packs in with them.

it has been extremely exciting to see our hounds get to 
the stage where they track off-lead as pack, and to also 
see them becoming operational. a number of handlers 
have also now been trained and have been deployed in 
reserves in the eastern cape, in Mpumalanga, in the free 
state, KwaZulu natal and limpopo provinces. in addition, 
handlers have also been trained for the endangered 
wildlife trust, hoedspruit endangered species centre and 
for the swaziland national trust commission, which bears 
testimony to the counter poaching capabilities of the dogs 
and their handlers. 

a working dog is a happy dog because they are exercised, 
stimulated and well cared for. following a visit by the 
international fund for animal welfare (ifaw) further 
support as part of a proposed three-year grant to cover 
operational costs was provided to help ensure the success 
of this unit. 

as a training institution, the college continues to ensure 
that all professional people working with dogs are assessed 
against a set of national criteria. there are three unit 
standards registered with the south african Qualifications 
authority against which the sawc has developed 
programme material for training and assessing the dog 
handlers. learning materials and assessment instruments 
have also been developed for the three unit standards and 
submitted to the relevant sector education and training 
authority. these include: id 120456 utilise a tracker dog, 
id 242811 handle a Patrol dog, and id 243188 care for a 
service dog.

the sawc is proud to be developing new techniques and 
protocols to help ensure that these dogs, together with 
their handlers, continue to be a game changer in counter 
poaching operations and in helping to curb wildlife crime. 
here a huge thank you must be extended to all the donors 
and supporters, both locally and internationally, that are 
making this possible.
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Community, 
Youth 

Development 
and Access

with the pending changes in the education landscape, 
the 2017 year was not as productive as we would have 
liked for the community, Youth development and access 
department. on the upside, compared to 2016, nine 
more students completed their training through the 
department. this meant that 167 students were registered 
on learnerships, skills programmes and short courses. 
sanPark’s Kruger national Park funded 66 of these 
students on the first aid level 3 Programme. 

the department also implemented two youth access 
bridging courses, with a total of 51 students trained across 
both programmes. thirty-one of these students were 
local students funded by friends of african wildlife, the 
hans hoheisen charitable trust, timbavati foundation, 
grounded Media and children in the wilderness. the 
remaining 20 students, who were enrolled in the first 
sadc Youth access Bridging Programme, hailed from 
Botswana, Malawi, namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
the sadc-based course was run as a pilot and further 
discussions are now in progress with children in the 
wilderness to ensure that the programme aligns with 
the needs of conservation organisations who will in turn  
support the employment of these learners. children in the 
wilderness generously helped fund and facilitate learner 
attendance on this programme. further funding for the 

sadc-based bridging programme was provided by united 
for wildlife supported by the royal foundation of the 
duke and duchess of cambridge and Prince harry, and 
the southern african wildlife college trust. 

the department also facilitated two skills programmes 
namely conservation general assistant and field ranger 
un-armed. the two programmes registered 20 eastern 
cape based learners through wilderness foundation. 
the only learnership programme conducted by the 
department in 2017 was for the eastern cape Parks 
and tourism agency, in which 15 students successfully 
completed a resource guardianship programme. this 
group had started training in 2016 at thomas Baines 
nature reserve. the limpopo wildlife Business incubator 
funded short course training for 15 community members. 
the 15 community members attended a three-week tailor 
made introduction to habitat Management short course 
programme at their own facility in the limpopo province.

TRAiNiNG NEEDS ANAlySiS 
through the rural initiative for a sustainable environment 
(rise) unit, the department conducted a situational 
analysis for the tshikondeni coal Mine in the Makuya/Mutele 
traditional authorities. the situational analysis came up 
with recommendations to exxaro Mine resources on the 
way forward in terms of identified training needs. these 
recommendations are however still to be implemented. 

lEARNERShiPS & SkillS 
PROGRAMMES
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some of the 2017 programmes are depicted in these pictures. 



ON ThE RiSE...   
the rural initiatives for a sustainable environment (rise) 
unit was founded in 2015 in partnership with the world 
wide fund for nature south africa (wwf-sa). start-
up funding was received from the uK government’s 
department of food and rural aid’s, illegal wildlife trade 
programme (iwt) through wwf-sa to kick start the unit’s 
first community Based natural resources Management 
(cBnrM) project in Mozambique. additional funding was 
received from the wwf nedbank green trust to help 
support the unit members’ salary requirements. the need 
for the unit has always been underpinned by the clear 
realisation of the need to work with communities in order 
to sustain and optimise wildlife areas. 

in the year under review, we track the progress and 
changes within this young unit. in late 2016, Prof. alan 
gardiner embarked on a mission to initiate and head 
the college’s first applied learning department, creating 
space for new leadership within the rise unit. in early 2017 
we also bid farewell to the unit’s resource economist Ms. 
candice ebb. Joining the unit was former community, 
Youth development and access coordinator Mr. sboniso 
Phakathi, who has been with the college since 2013. as 
the new rise projects leader, he was tasked with working 

primarily on the unit’s wwf funded projects, resiliM 
and the cBnrM project funded by the united for wildlife 
programme, supported by the royal foundation of the 
duke and duchess of cambridge and Prince harry. the 
team also warmly welcomed Mrs. elna de Beer, the unit’s 
mentor and technical support. elna’s long standing 
association with the college and extensive career path 
in community development and the mining sector as 
a stakeholder engagement specialist, made her a great 
addition to the team. this restructuring was based on the 
sawc ceo’s belief in the ability of a young team and the 
courage to formally introduce mentorship as an innovative 
management and transformation tool.

rise’s updated vision, which is to be the benchmark for 
good practice in empowerment of communities to govern, 
manage and conserve their natural resources in support of 
their livelihoods across the southern african development 
community (sadc) is the compass for this mobile unit’s 
objectives as it implements context-driven community-
engagement programmes. one of the key lessons learnt 
in 2016 was that if the conservation industry does not value 
what communities’ value, how can we expect communities 
to value what conservation values? 

rurAl initiAtives for A sustAinAble 
environment
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RESiliM PROjECT ClOSuRE 
financial support under this united states agency for 
international development (usaid) funded resiliM 
programme was provided to the sawc in May 2016. 
the funding was earmarked for three main project 
components, namely; (a) the engagement with the 
Makuleke communal Property association (McPa), (B) the 
development of protocols and policies for the development 
of small nature based enterprises in rural poor settings, 
as well as to improve a Zimbabwean women’s group, in 
the limpopo river Basin, by using natural products to 
create and implement a viable business plan. and (c) the 
enhancement of the sawc’s higher education modules.

(A) Engagement with MCPA
the Makuleke community Property association (McPa) 
in south africa was selected by the sawc as the first 
“sustainability and resilience village” in the region to 
test new participatory governance training methods of 
learning by doing in partnership with resiliM in 2014. the 
sawc-resiliM partnership aimed to develop proactive 
and novel training approaches to increase the resilience of 
villages in the limpopo Basin. 

the paper written on the Makuleke case study aimed to 
present the lessons learned from the roles played by the 
traditional leaders and other community institutions 
in community Based natural resource Management 
(cBnrM) of the Makuleke communal Property association 
(cPa). the paper also highlighted the management 
of natural resources by the community, which is a 
component of the traditional authority system as well as 
other existing community institutions, which at times 
results in ineffective management of the natural resources 
and a level of conflict within the cPa. therefore one of the 
key findings of the intervention was that, it is fundamental 
that democratic and transparent community structures 
and the traditional authority are equally acceptable to the 
affected community to ensure sustainable management 
of natural resources and benefits at a community level. 
Moving into a rule of law, rather than a rule by man or 
focusing only on the “rule of who he who has power”. 

the sawc then developed a comprehensive governance 
training package with the four main components being 
(i) general introduction to cBnrM to the community 
representatives (community development forum), and 
members of the broader community (ii) governance and 
the management of the village assembly groups, (iii) roles 
and responsibility of the structures being put in place as 
well as (iv) capacity building for the Makuleke communal 
Property association. 

in conclusion the report pointed to the fact that community 
involvement was significant to achieving effective 
participation between decision-makers, individuals and 
representative stakeholders in order to identify issues and 
exchange views on a continuous basis while involvement in 
the extent and nature of activities undertaken by those who 
take part in citizen’s engagement. citing that consultation 
could and should be a dynamic process of dialogue 
between individuals or groups, based upon a genuine 
exchange of views, and normally with the objective of 
influencing decisions, policies and programmes of action. 
given the history of the Makuleke people, and power 

imbalances within the governance structures, the report 
stressed that every consultation exercise should possess a 
clear mandate which explains the aims of the consultation.
in turn it should identify precisely who the decision makers 
are, or which organisation needs to be informed by the 
consultation. in addition, it should also state for which 
purpose the information will be used as well as noting 
opinions gathered in the process. furthermore it should 
develop a standard format for such mandates to ensure 
consistency with all other consultations undertaken 
in other departments of the authority to ensure that 
stakeholder understanding is facilitated. during the 
process of engagement with the collective, it was 
highlighted that community involvement at the local level 
has long been recognised as an essential element that 
improves local participatory governance and the quality 
as well as responsiveness of public policies. in spite of this, 
participatory local governance weaknesses in developing 
community members often have less opportunities to 
participate in designing the public conservation policies 
that impact their daily lives. therefore it was seen that 
government needs to support cBnrM activities, policies 
as well as recognise leaders, in order to create a more 
enabling environment for cBnrM interventions to be 
entrenched and institutionalised.

(B) Protocols and Policies 
in most rural areas of south central africa many of the 
men and youth have left their rural homes in an attempt 
to find work in urban areas or in the case of Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique, in neighbouring countries. this leaves a rural 
population dominated by women and children. under this 
rural setting few options exist for the families particularly 
when one considers their situation of little to no capital 
funds, difficulties in obtaining education and remoteness 
to markets. Many of these people are also in a climatic 
region were subsistence agriculture is difficult and set to 
worsen. Much of the area covered by the usaid project, 
resilience in the limpopo Basin (resiliM B), fell into 
this category of conditions. for these people few options 
exist to survive let alone to improve their lives. if they have 
access to enough water, agriculture under irrigation is an 
option but few have a reliable source of water. domestic 
livestock is an option but domestic animals suffer under 
drought conditions, to which the area is subject, and they 
are further subject to disease. wildlife was seen as an 
option well suited to the environment, but with it comes 
the challenges of human wildlife conflict and social 
challenges such as ownership, governance and corruption. 
another option and the reason for this manual and the 
training was in the use of natural resources in particular 
those not involved with the large wild mammal industry. 
these resources have always been used and are normally 
essential for the survival of these communities for example 
wood and food/medicinal items obtained from wild plants 
and invertebrates. however, in order for the communities 
to obtain greater benefit and income, from their 
natural resources while at the same time sustaining the 
resource, the rise unit needed to offer guidance to all the 
stakeholders on how these resources could be used and 
managed. this forms the rationale behind the production 
of this manual and the training. 

in the development of natural resource product based 
enterprises, a holistic approach was taken in which 
environmental, social, and institutional factors were 
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considered alongside (and weighed up with) technical and 
commercial/financial considerations. as such it became 
clear to the entrepreneur that the sustainability of the 
enterprise is contingent on the sustainability of the natural 
resources, hence good management of such. Moreover, 
a holistic approach was seen as particularly relevant for 
community/group based enterprises, where social and 
collective benefits are often as (if not more) important as 
the commercial success of the enterprise.

the protocols and policies manual focused on methods for 
developing common ground between local communities 
and modern conservation practice through linking 
sustainable use to natural resource based enterprises. 
in particular, due to their complexity and significance in 
africa, we focused on the interface between communal 
lands and land set aside for conservation by state 
governments. the overall goal of this manual and training 
was to provide a better understanding of the pro-
conservation opportunities, challenges and requirements 
for developing viable natural resource based enterprises 
for markets at different levels (local, national, regional and 
international). in particular, the aim of the manual to enable 
rural development professionals and trainers dealing with 
sMMe development and conservation staff to: 

•	 understand the economic, ecological and social issues 
relevant to the managed sustainable use of natural 
resources harvested to generate small, Medium and 
Micro-enterprises (sMMe’s) that have long-term 
viability; 

•	 appreciate the need for risk assessments that need 
to be conducted as a precautionary measure when 
natural resource commercialisation is being considered 
in order to avoid “resource mining” rather than the 
desired outcome of sustainable harvest; 

•	 assess the lessons from both failed and successful 
sMMe’s and rural development projects in local areas 
in the past and appreciate the risks and real time scales 
required before natural resource based sMMe’s can and 
could be judged as successful; 

•	 understand the roles, requirements and opportunities 
of different stakeholders in joint ventures in natural 
resource based sMMe’s. 

a key question that the manual aimed to answer was 
where – and under which circumstances – do natural 
resource-based sMMe’s succeed (or not)? using practical 
“real world” lessons backed up by case studies, this manual 
illustrates how it is possible for people to build viable 
small, medium and micro enterprises (sMMe’s) that meet 
a growing demand for “clean, green natural products” 
built through socially and environmentally responsible 
businesses. to achieve success needs well-informed, 
strategic and collaborative processes over time. identifying 
the plant, animal or fungal resources with market potential 
was seen as just the first step on a long road. 

this manual was written in two parts. the first dealt with 
some of the theory and accumulated knowledge of 
natural resource use, illustrating case by case studies. the 
second part dealt with two components. firstly with the 
skills that may be required to further the development of 

an enterprise and secondly through practical examples 
and case studies of how enterprise development takes 
place. Many of the principles used in the second part were 
taken from the first part. in this way it was envisaged that 
this manual could reach a wide audience. it’s intended 
beneficiaries ranging from lecturers, to college students 
to field practitioners and entrepreneurs embarking on 
developing micro- and small enterprise development 
based on natural resources. By using the lessons from the 
guide presented it was foreseen that the actual success of 
natural resource enterprises would likely be increased.

(C) Enhancement of hET modules
the rationale in the production of the higher education 
and training (het) manuals and supporting materials 
was that the sawc’s het manuals needed to be updated 
regularly so as to ensure that the students from the 
southern african developing countries (sadc) region are 
able to access the most up to date, relevant and current 
information relating to these subjects. at times, a greater 
majority (upward of 75%) of the sawc het students hail 
from these regions, thus the importance of this update 
is critical to remaining abreast of the current practice, 
academic knowledge, latest thinking and science behind 
these disciplines in the region.

Based on the aforementioned premise, four of sawc’s 
workplace integrated learning higher education modules 
(resource economics, community Based natural 
resources Management, transfrontier conservation 
areas, communication skills - all national Qualification 
framework [nQf] level 5, 6 and 7 modules) were enhanced 
with support from resiliM/usaid with up to date 
knowledge from subject matter experts in the region so 
as to include resilience and climate change dimensions to 
address the training needs gaps identified.

...government needs to support 
CBNRM activities, policies as well as 
recognise leaders, in order to create 
a more enabling environment 
for CBNRM interventions to be 
entrenched and institutionalised.



Mr. Muntu “groovy” Mlambo, trustee of the Mayibuye community trust pictured 
with other Mayibuye community members and trustees.
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lONG TERM PROjECT SiTES
one of the main purposes of the wwf-sawc project 
has been to develop a strong, technically and financially 
sustainable cBnrM unit at the college. this has helped 
ensure that experiential learning processes based on key 
working pilot sites are used as models for expansion, which 
would in turn help to ensure the protection of wildlife by 
linking communities and conservation.

the unit’s work, was further enabled in 2016 by a two-year 
grant from united for wildlife, supported by the the royal 
foundation of the duke and duchess of cambridge and 
Prince harry, which covered three pilot project sites. these 
are the Mangalane community in Mozambique’s Moamba 
district; the Mnisi traditional authority area in Mpumalanga 
(on the western boundary of the Kruger national Park); 
and, more recently, the community-owned Mayibuye 
game reserve in camperdown, KwaZulu-natal.

Mangalane
the Mangalane project in Mozambique, next to the 
southern border of Kruger national Park, was the 
starting point for our cBnrM work, and now in the final 
year of development under the iwt-united Kingdom’s 
department of food and rural aid programme (iwt–uK 
food aid). our field work continued in the five Mangalane 
villages, with the field team providing retraining and 
support of the Village scouts in the use of management 
orientated monitoring systems. this is an important tool 
for the members to utilise in the field as well as in their 
community meetings. the aim of this retraining was to 
link the paper based data collection to an electronic hand-
held tool. this data is linked to their basic operations, game 
identification, recording incidents and mapping their 
patrols. on the governance aspect of our work, the focus 
was utilising village meetings as a capacity development 
tool for skills such as minute writing and the processes of 
election procedures.  in addition to presenting training in 
various key areas such as financial management, training 
of the village assembly groups secretariat in participatory 
governance and revenue distribution etc was also done. 
the team in conjunction with the communities worked 
on developing and introducing participatory community 
driven constitutions, and further developing procedures 
for managing community meetings. the community did 
participatory resource mapping, with the sabie game park 
team assisting in recording gPs coordinates of community 
infrastructure, natural resources, clinics, schools, boreholes, 
water points, households, demarcations which were 
transferred to gis maps with the assistance of Peace Parks 
foundation. 

one of the rise unit’s achievements in working with 
Mangalane community has been in setting up the small 
grants project with the grant made possible by the iwt 
–uK food aid.  this kick start fund for the projects was 
intended mainly to support rural females in starting up 
or supporting sMMe’s within the Mangalane villages. the 
objective of the small grant project to contribute to the 
livelihood strategies of the Mangalane community. 

following these successes, the unit envisages further 
deployment of resources for the continuation of this 
initiative, which directly addresses poverty alleviation. we 
keenly watch the goat farming projects, tin project, bakery, 
and chicken farming project. 

in conclusion, this work will continue with the aim of 
making a meaningful difference and improving people’s 
livelihoods in the villages as well as strengthening the 
relations with the neighbouring protected area. 

SAWC - Mnisi 
the college currently works with the wider Mnisi 
community through the sawc-Mnisi community alliance 
(sMca), which is largely represented by a mix of youth 
leaders and older representatives of the traditional council 
from the 11 villages under the Mnisi tribal authority. 
this work includes matters relating to conservation, 
the environment, governance and communication 
between the college and its 11 neighboring communities. 
through this structure, the college aims to support the 
development of a well-capacitated alliance that self-
governs and supports the recognition and inclusion of 
communities in the aforementioned matters.

Mayibuye Game Reserve
the sawc’s relationship with the Mayibuye community 
trust (Mct) started in 2017. the purpose of the 
engagement was to introduce the sawc to Mct and 
other key stakeholders such as earth organisation and 
the limpopo wildlife incubator and in turn to assess the 
feasibility of partnering in developing the Mayibuye project. 
this meeting was followed up by the Mct and earth 
organisation who then visited the sawc in october 2017 
where the respective services provided by the sawc were 
presented. governance training and support provided by 
the rise unit was identified as particularly relevant to the 
Mct. 

the Mct is the beneficiary of a restituted land claim 
effected in 2007. following years of negotiation between 
stakeholders and beneficiaries, the Mct has opted to 
develop the restituted land as a nature reserve linked 
to commercial residential development. interest and 
investment opportunities in these enterprises are positive. 
the need for effective community governance was 
identified by the Mct as a critical path for the success of 
the project overall.

the feasibility of the Mct as one of the rise unit’s 
longitudinal sites (i.e. sites aligned with the rise unit 
approach of providing governance training and follow up 
support) was assessed and it was agreed to collaborate 
with the Mct to design and implement the governance 
process moving forward. funding for one year of 
governance training and support was secured by the rise 
unit through the united for wildlife project supported by 
the royal foundation. our engagement with the Mct has 
been robust with a context driven process and approach.
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Other
exxaro tshikondeni Mine closed down in october 2014 and 
their closure environmental Management Plan informs 
the mitigation of post closure impacts. the Mine’s legacy 
Project seeks to leverage socio-economic benefits for the 
mine-impacted communities. in 2017, tshikondeni Mine 
appointed the college to undertake a situational analysis 
focusing on enterprise and skills development in three 
villages on the boundary of the tshikondeni Mine; namely 
the Mukomawabani Village, Mutele B Village and sanari 
Village. the purpose of the study was to inform strategies 
to address enterprise and skills development as part of 
the social and labour Plan projects forming part of post 
closure.

the approach to the study, was through a process of 
research of both primary and secondary data sources. this 
resulted in gaining understanding of the factors preventing 
and facilitating enterprise and skills development within 
the target communities. to meet this overall objective, the 
specific research objectives of this study were to: 

1. analyse research data obtained through the 
household survey Questionnaire and the desktop 
review, which included: demographic and socio-
economic data; resource use and management data; 
and trends in community dynamics.

2. recommend enterprise and skills development 
strategies informed by the research results taking the 
post-closure context of the mine into consideration.

the sawc collaborated with the ha-Makuya and ha-
Mutele traditional authorities to identify and select local 
community members as enumerators. the sawc also 
provided enumerator training prior to conducting the 

survey, and the team under the guidance of elna de 
Beer, and leadership of linda hlengwa, then undertook 
a situation analysis of the five villages surrounding the 
exxaro tshikondeni mine.

in the resource economics stream of our work, Ms. candice 
eb was providing her services in economics advisory in the 
lowveld area through the global environment facility 
project, which was is in part being implemented by the 
Kruger to canyons biosphere. the bulk of the resource 
economics work here was to understand the economic 
impact of protected areas, and that of the Protected areas 
network as a collective on the local economy. linked to our 
cBnrM longitudinal sites, and supporting the financial 
and economic feasibility of potential community reserves, 
with the view of linking locals into the potential economic 
value of natural resources and wildlife economies, candice 
undertook research of the communities surrounding 
the sabie game Park. the objective was to find a means 
of linking the local economies into the private wildlife 
economy.

RiSE’S FuRThER DEVElOPMENT 
in line with further academic development for the unit, 
Martha themba, the unit’s assistant cBnrM manager in 
2017 enrolled for an environmental management post 
graduate diploma with stellenbosch university, with her 
studies being funded through the nored project. we 
wish her well and look forward to adding another graduate 
to our department. 

as a unit we look forward to the year and years ahead, as 
we self-discover and delve deeper in the implementation 
of the rise approach to community based conservation 
and development. still we rise…
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PROGRAMME DEVElOPMENT  
the realities facing rural africa include unemployment, 
poverty and hunger. when properly managed by a carefully 
implemented sustainable utilisation programme, a 
country’s wildlife and other natural resources can generate 
significant value which can be used to fund conservation, 
job creation, income generation and food security for rural 
communities. the increase in opportunities will mean 
a decrease in poaching and uncontrolled harvesting of 
natural resources.

in keeping with the college’s goal of developing 
conservation and wildlife management skills and at the 
same time promoting the wildlife economy, the college 
conducted a survey through nine sadc countries to 
determine conservation industry needs prior to embarking 
on any programme development. among the needs 
identified was more formalised training for professional 
hunting operators and guides. 

to address this need, the college, with the support of 
various interested and affected parties, created three 
national qualifications recognised by the south african 
Qualifications authority. these programmes will help 
formalise and transform industry requirements by raising 
the standards of these qualifications for both professional 
hunters and field guides in southern africa.

the new 18 month Professional hunting course trains 
students as conservationists and guides before teaching 
them the skill of safari hunting. Various exit points are now 
offered, allowing for completion of a guiding qualification 
without having to complete the full 18 month programme.
  
the sawc Ph course is designed to achieve two main 
goals:

•	 to improve the standard of professional hunting 
training by producing competent and highly ethical 
professional hunters who are firmly grounded in 
conservation principles.

•	 to transform the hunting industry by setting recognised 
industry standards in terms of competence and 
behaviour. after the theoretical training at the college, 
students apprentice with a registered safari operator for 
a full hunting season to gain hands-on experience.

in addition, the sustainable use and field guiding 
department is also accredited to offer both a 75-day (three 
month duration) nQf level 2 dangerous game site guide 
course and a 39-day nQf level 4 dangerous game site 
guide course. these are the qualifications recognised by 
the Kruger national Park for all its field and trails guides. 

Sustainable
Use and

Field Guiding



PROViDiNG A ThOROuGh 
uNDERSTANDiNG
essentially the training programmes and various other 
short courses offered by the sustainable use and field 
guiding department are built on four pillars: 

•	 a thorough understanding of conservation 
management grounded in sustainable utilisation and 
conservation principles.

•	 a mastery of the knowledge and skills needed to 
become a competent guide and tracker with a deep 
understanding of the natural environment. this  
encompasses not only a thorough knowledge of animals 
but also of plants, insects, spiders, birds, scorpions, trees 
and soils within their natural ecosystems and how they 
interact and affect each other. the ability to read the 
signs of the bush and animal “body language” is also 
vital so that quick and informed tactical decisions can 
be made. 

•	 acquisition of the other skills required to become a 
competent hunting guide and operator. this includes 
how to maintain, repair and safely use different types of 
weapons and how to choose the right firearm, calibre, 
ammunition, or bow and arrow for a specific application. 
other important aspects are how to communicate with 
and guide a client, and how to manage the necessary 
logistics. also taught are the principles and practices 
of business, marketing, catering and hospitality 
management. 

•	 transparency – from the outset the sawc has striven 
to work closely with all interested and affected parties 
to ensure the sharing of ideas and compliance within 
the relevant training requirements and the legal 
framework. 

PROGRAMME iMPlEMENTATiON
the department’s third fet (further education & training) 
professional hunting course started in July 2016. the 
format of this course was different from the two previous 
ones in that the first three months of this course was taken 
up with an nQf (national Qualification framework) level 2 
dangerous game site guide course. 

there are many similarities between the professions of 
field guiding and Professional hunting with the art of 
communication being the common thread. Both Ph’s 
and guides need to be able to interpret nature and 
communicate such knowledge in an easy and pleasant 
manner. it consequently became the opinion of the 
sustainable use and field guiding department that in 
order to train better Ph’s, they must first qualify as field 
guides. fifteen students were enrolled for the initial 
guiding component of the course, with the understanding 
that half would remain on to complete the full professional 
hunting course the following year.

in January, 2017 eight students returned to the sawc 
for the Ph course’s second and third semesters.  during 
the year, and as their ‘bush’ experience and confidence 
around the dangerous species grew, more and more 
time was spent out in the veld. once again, the sawc’s 

core training area proved to be the ideal setting for such 
training activities, with many up close and personal 
encounters with elephant, buffalo and hippo in particular 
being experienced. over their time spent at the sawc the 
Ph students’ logged in excess of 500 ‘veld’ hours with as 
many as 60 to 70 individual ‘approaches’ on the dangerous 
species. no other training institution in south africa is able 
to offer this level of practical, in the veld training and this is 
what makes our Ph course unique.

one student did not complete the the year with the 
remainder all passing the theoretical component of the 
Ph course at the end of 2017. to fulfil the requirement 
for the fet Ph qualification these students must now 
complete 480 logged hours or 80 full days of ‘hunting’ 
with a registered safari operator. this will be done during 
the 2018 hunting season.

during the Ph students mid-June to mid-July vacation, 
the department offered back-to-back dangerous game 
courses to ‘dedicated hunter’ members of the south africa 
hunters & game conservation association. a camp was set 
up on the shooting range for participants, where camping 
out in what is essentially the greater Kruger national 
Park added another dimension to these courses. this, 
together with our realistic and life-size targets of buffalo 
and elephants makes the course unique. in the end, 75 
sahgca members participated in these courses with 
most wanting to return next year for additional courses.

iNTERNATiONAl AND NATiONAl 
SuPPORT
the contributions of the following organisations are 
gratefully acknowledged.

Dallas Safari Club Foundation - their generous 
support continues to provide the backbone for our unit’s 
operational costs. in addition, dscf also provided some 
bursaries to the department’s students. dscf can take 
pride in knowing that they have contributed in a very 
positive and practical way to bringing about necessary 
transformation in the hunting industry in south africa by 
training aspiring young Ph’s to  a new set of  standards for 
professional hunting. 

Aimpoint - they continue as one of the department’s 
main sponsors, providing funding towards bursaries to 
students who otherwise would not have been able to 
participate. the aimpoint red-dot sights they donated 
are now permanently mounted on some of the rifles used 
for training exercises. we value the contribution they 
are making toward changing the face and standard of 
professional hunting in south africa.

Safari Club international Foundation - the foundation’s 
generous support of a vehicle to the unit in 2015 has 
enabled the department to continue its work and ensure 
the safety of its students when being transported. 

National lotteries Commission - we also thank the 
national lotteries commission for providing bursaries to 
field guide and professional hunting students. without 
their generous contribution these students would not 
have had these life changing opportunities.
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NORhED
sawc continues work with the norhed project 
“improving the governance and economics of protected 
areas, ecosystem services and poverty eradication through 
higher education institution (hei) capacity building and 
trans-disciplinary research”. the main stakeholders in 
the project: noragric of the norwegian university of life 
sciences (nMBu), the school of natural resources at the 
copperbelt university (cBu) in Zambia, the school of 
Public leadership stellenbosch university (su) in the cape 
and the applied learning unit at sawc continue to work 
together on the project. 

in 2017 the annual workshop was held at sawc. the two 
Phd’s from cBu being jointly supervised by staff from 
sawc (alan gardiner), university of iceland (Jón geir 
Pétursson) nMBu (erik gomez-Baggethun) and cBu 
(Jacob Mwitwa and lackson chama) have continued 
with their work. the one Phd student sydney Kapembwa 
working on a “Proposed model towards community 
governance in the fishery industry in lake itezhi thezi, 
Kafue national Park” has submitted one paper for 
publication. the other donald chikumbi working on 
the “Participatory resource governance and analysis of 
indigenous knowledge in Mulobezi game Management 
area of Kafue national Park” continued with his field work. 
it has been rewarding to sawc to work in a cross linking 
manner with these institutes.

SMART & CMORE
with support from both united for wildlife, supported 
by the royal foundation of the duke and duchess of 
cambridge and Prince harry, and the endangered wildlife 
trust (ewt) the college was able to offer both sMart 
(spatial Monitoring and recording tool) and cmore (a real 
time data collection system) training (having taken over 
the cmore training from the csir). 

the college together with PPf also continued with its work 
to integrate sMart into the functioning of the college. 
sMart combines the use of spatial software and training. 
the emphasis is on capacity building and best practices 
which provide local protected area and wildlife authorities 
and community groups the ability to empower staff, boost 
motivation, increase efficiency and promote credible and 
transparent monitoring of the effectiveness of various 
wildlife area management efforts.

Our
Projects

improving the governance and 
economics of protected areas, 
ecosystem services and poverty 
eradication through hEi capacity 
building and trans-disciplinary 
research. 
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the maintenance department responsible for the 
development and upkeep of the college’s infrastructure as 
well as the college’s fleet management and the hospitality 
department, which includes logistics, housekeeping and 
reception. Phase ii construction ended 15 december 

2017, leaving the college with not only an improved 
infrastructure but a deep sense of pride after handling a 
project of this magnitude. evidence of a job well done is 
seen in the newly finished buildings, houses, offices and 
field ranger training base on the college’s greater campus. 

Operations
infrAstructure And mAintenAnce
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Make Type Sponsor

1. toyota toyota auris sawc

2. toyota avanza avis

3. hyundai i10 avis

4. Mazda drifter Bt-50 the rufford foundation

5. toyota hilux 4X4 nldtf

6. toyota hilux gameviewer nldtf

7. toyota hilux gameviewer the rufford foundation

8. toyota hilux 4X4 wwf-sa/iwt-uK

9. toyota fortuner the rufford foundation

10. toyota hilux 4X4 srx sawc

11. ford  ranger sawc

12. toyota Quantum 10 seat the rufford foundation

13. toyota Quantum 16 seat sawc

14. hino truck the rufford foundation 

15. hino Bus rufford foundation 

16. Mercedes Benz  sprinter rufford foundation 

17. hyundai h100 Kfw

18. Mahindra scorpio norhed

19. land cruiser cruiser sci foundation

MAiNTENANCE
effective water use  procedures and constant monitoring 
of water use continue to be managed taking into account 
the erratic rain fall pattern. to this end, work continued 
on the lines of waste water recovery for irrigation and 
greening of the college , this was aided by the completion 
of cells 3 & 4 of the new floating reed bed system. 

during 2017, the department successfully completed 
a new electrical ring feed, which now ensures a stable 
electrical supply for the increased infrastructure developed 
by Phase ii. the all-important coc’s were issued after 
stringent inspections had been carried out on all electrical 
installations ensuring the safety of everyone on campus. 

during the mid-year student break, the daunting task of 
dethatching the green student accommodation block 
was undertaken and a new harvey tile roof installed, being 
both cost effective and virtually maintenance free. our 
marketing and fundraising team saw an upgrade to their 
office accommodation, which gave them more natural 
light as well as ergonomic environment to work in. the 
year ended with the maintenance team dethatching the 
walkway parallel to the resource centre leaving the wooden 
structure to give a pergola style look and feel to walk way.

the operations department was also responsible for 
further development of the K9 unit, this comprised the 
building of another row of kennels, shower facilities for the 
dog handlers and an examination room.

our highly motivated department continued to provide 
services to the hans hoheisen wildlife research services 
unit and the attached hluvukani clinic facility. 
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DEVElOPMENT OF ThE 
COllEGE’S iNFRASTRuCTuRE
Built on land donated by Mr. hans hoheisen to wwf south 
africa, the college’s initial infrastructure was established 
with a “Phase i” infrastructure development grant in 
1996. the grant made possible by the german Ministry 
of economic cooperation and development (BMZ) and 
implemented by Kfw and wwf south africa totalled r28-
million (equivalent to about €5-million). the more recent  
“Phase ii” grant of r61.4-million (equivalent to €4-million) 
was awarded in 2015 due to the expansion and growth of 
the college, bringing the vision of the college founders 
full-circle.

this grant, also from the german government through 
Kfw the german development bank, has now taken the 
sawc’s training capabilty to the next level by providing 
new facilities for its staff, rangers and conservation 
students.

at the outset of the Phase ii infrastructure development, 
a portion of the grant was used to develop a field ranger 
training base approximately three kilometres west of 
the sawc main campus, with capacity to accommodate 
100 field rangers at a time. the building of the base was 
prioritised in response to increased poaching across 
the southern african development community (sadc) 
region. 

with this new facility, the college is now able to offer the 
full scope of training needed for field rangers to operate 
effectively in the field, from the entry level field ranger 
through to advanced anti poaching units. 

in addition to training rangers, the college offers highly 
sought-after, accredited qualifications to protected area 
managers and conservationists giving the custodians 
of our protected areas the skills they need to succeed in 
often challenging circumstances. as a result of the Phase 
ii infrastructure development, the college now has greater 
capacity to continue playing a strategic role as a regional 
centre of specializaton in conservation education, training 
and skills development. 

so, in addition to the new ranger base, the “Phase ii’ 
funding through Kfw has equipped the college with 
additional staff houses, office space and lecture rooms 
to accommodate the increased staff complement and 
growing student body. the college has also made 
significant steps towards ‘greening’ its campus, with 
infrastructure service upgrades and the piloting of more 
environmentally and economically sustainable building 
techniques. 

of significance was the involvement of local community 
in the project, which resulted in Kfw approving the 
college to manage the entire project and work with local 
contractors and labour. the Mnisi community were a major 
stakeholder of the project, given that the community lives 
alongside the college and conservation areas such as 
the Kruger national Park and Manyeleti reserve. to this 
end the college aimed to ensure that the community, as 
conservation partners, benefitted fully from the “Phase ii” 
infrastructure development.

the college is proud to have worked with Kfw from the 
inception of the project to the point where it has now 
arrived and where the college has now reached the full 
capacity of the footprint allowed within the greater Kruger 
national Park. with the project having closed out at the 
end of 2017, the college extends its sincere thanks to both 
the german government and Kfw. 

the college has since its inception, and with the support 
of its donors, empowered people from africa to manage 
and conserve some of the world’s most biologically diverse 
areas. to date it has trained over 16,000 people across 
various accredited programmes, learnerships and short 
courses. a huge thank-you to Kfw for their support of this 
vital work that benefits people and biodiversity throughout 
the sadc region, and which also helped the college 
leverage support for strategic projects, such as the further 
development of field ranger training to include ground to 
air patrols and a training in the use of the college’s canine 
capabilty. 
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Map of surveyed area

the southern african wildlife college recognises and 
values the importance of quantitative and qualitative 
data in its operations and educational processes. as an 
institution focussed on best practice; objective and reliable 
data is important, as well as learning by doing to ensure 
that learnings can be applied in practice. 

in an attempt at quantifying our economic/ financial 
contribution to the community, the college sought to 
access the residual socio-economic effect made through 
this contribution. the ideal opportunity to conduct this 
study and to develop a baseline survey for our neighbouring 
communities was made possible with the “german funded 
extension and greening (improvement of environmental 
efficiency) of the sawc Project”, commonly known as 
Phase ii of the college’s infrastructure development. 

integral to the project was the development of the 
local neighbouring community. a decision was taken 
by the sawc’s management to use local labour as 
well as capacitating local contractors to develop their 
businesses over the duration of the project. the sawc 
community committee (sawc/welverdiend/Broader 
Mnisi community/tribal office) was an important body 
facilitating the process of deciding the criteria as well as 
selecting contractors and local labour.

the outcome of this, was that during the project, sub-
projects were allocated to 17 local contractors who 
employed about 200 workers from the communities 

of welverdiend and greater Manyeleti, with the labour/
contractor ratio being a 60 to 40 percent spread. 

data was collected from 95 of these Phase ii employee 
households during october 2017. the 95 individuals 
representing 95 households volunteering for the survey 
came from the villages of ( X = Village name, Y = number, 
which is the number of data collectors from each village): 
gangeni (15); Bemani (3); Khalizembe (2); randi (5); 
tshembanenge (17); nhlangwani (11); litalita (3); Phumula 
(5); Zivani (8); clara B (7); eglinton a(7); Mashishini (1); 
Pholani (1); white city d(1); isligton (2); gotenburg B (2); 
seville a(1); Kilder B (3) and achornhoek (1). 

SAWC AND ThE MNiSi COMMuNiTy – iMPACT OF ThE PhASE ii iNFRASTRuCTuRE 
DEVElOPMENT PROjECT AT ThE SOuThERN AFRiCAN WilDliFE COllEGE

integral to the project was 
the development of the local 
neighbouring community.
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REPORT FiNDiNGS: 
•	 the Phase ii Project contributed ±r 12.9 million towards 

labour and specialist sub-contractors in the local 
communities (welverdiend and greater Manyeleti) over 
a period of three years. 

•	 data revealed that living standards increased over the 
three year duration of the project.

•	 given the lack of job opportunities and development 
locally, it is assumed that to maintain present income 

levels, the participants would have to seek employment 
elsewhere. for this reason, skills development has 
been instrumental in affording the project participants 
better competitiveness in the construction field. 
economic developments are taking place in the larger 
Bushbuckridge area, and it is this area which will offer 
the best opportunities for the contractors and their 
staff to find work

RESulTS: 
the sawc was the largest contributor 
to these households’ finances at 61%. 

the most notable positive impact on this community has 
been the amount of households that were able to build 
their own homes, as well as the households that had this 
as an ongoing expense. seventy-one households own 
their own houses; only eight households spent money 
on building or maintaining houses prior to employment 

by the sawc project. thirty nine percent (39%) of home 
owners started their construction purely with the income 
received from sawc, which amounts to 28 households. 
the skills obtained also made a positive contribution to the 
construction process of their own houses.   

other obvious expense increases are seen in graph 
2, which indicate increased expenditure on groceries, 
transport and clothes. forty-five households only started 
buying groceries once they were employed as part of the 
Phase ii Project.

two households have extended their already-existing 
subsistence gardens into larger commercial vegetable 
gardens and are selling these crops to the wider community 

at very reasonable prices. one of which is a main contractor 
who could afford, after the Phase ii contracts, to drill his 
own bore-hole which lead to the establishment of a much 
larger commercial vegetable garden. 

Monthly expenses on communications (cell phones), 
donations, electricity, fuel, wood and entertainment are 
also shown in graph 2. all categories showing an increase 
pre- and post-project. 

graph 1: sources of income

SOuRCES OF iNCOME
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graph 2:  Monthly expenses per category
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considering graph 3 and the lower expenses per category, 
it clear that there has been a remarkable increase in 
education, savings and support to others outside the 
household. 

skills were greatly improved during the duration of the 
project. if a comparison is drawn between skills and 

in addition to the increase in skill level acquired (through 
formal and informal training), the sawc assisted the main 
contractors with incentives in the form of tools required 
to perform construction work and uniform, including 
personal protective equipment. 

CONCluSiON:
from the data presented, it is clear that the Phase ii 
development project has had a positive impact on the 
individuals employed during this time. skills, assets, access 
to resources, community support to each other and 
food security have all increased substantially. the largest 
contributor to income for the 95 households surveyed, was 
derived from the sawc. 

the most noticeable asset is the construction of houses. 
the number of house holds spending money on 

expertise at the beginning of the project (2014) compared 
to what the contractors and subcontracts are capable 
of in 2017, it is evident that there have been significant 
improvements in skill level and capability. this will be of 
great value to the individuals’ employment possibilities in 
the future. 

groceries and clothes also increased. these are good 
indicators of a positive impact on the local community 
and more specifically the individuals employed during 
the Phase ii development project. how sustainable these 
improvements of livelihoods will be in the future can only 
be determined by long-term monitoring.  

in conclusion, it would be naive to assume that the 
individuals involved in the Phase ii Project, and therefore 
the community, will remain socially and economically 
active at these levels after the completion of the Project.  
the Phase ii Project contribution must therefore be seen 
as a kick-start towards self-motivation and qualification 
to compete successfully in other similar projects in the 
greater area.  

graph 4: skill enhancement pre and post Project

graph 3:  Monthly expenses per category
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RECEPTiON / lOGiSTiCS OFFiCE

the reception office underwent a major upgrade of the 
facility with funding from Kfw Phase ii and first rand 
foundation as part of a disability access grant. this, the 
first port of call, will now house both the reception and 
logistics staff allowing an improved service to our students, 
clients, donors and guests as a one-stop location for their 
needs. 

the décor is in keeping with the environment we are 
located in, allowing the staff full visual of all arrivals and 
departures on campus due to the large windows in the 
newly renovated building. we also improved the display 
area, this will allow us to visually display all our corporate 
clothing and souvenirs for purchase. 

kiTChEN

nokuthula theodore ngobeni received training in 
communication and calvin nyathi received training in 
first aid, dineo chiloane and Precious Mathebula received 
training in principles of personnel management.

Mpumelelo ruth Mzimba received her 5 year long service 
award, nokuthula theodore ngobeni and cady Morale 
received their 10 years long service awards and hazel timm 
and lineth Monyela received their 15 years long service 
awards on the 27th october.

we welcomed three interns from sa college of tourism to 
complete their 11-month practical with the college, namely 
Brenda ngwenya, thembi anabel Zitha and rethabile 
sekgobela.

hospitality staff that received long service awards: 
(from left) hazel timm, theodore ngobeni, candy Morale and ruth Mzimba. 

HospitAlity
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hOuSEkEEPiNG

Mariam ngomanes’ position was changed to supervisor 
laundry service and Mpumelelo ruth Mzimba to that 
of supervisor accommodation services streamlining 
the responsibilities and giving more guidance to the 
housekeeping assistance in the two sections of the 
department.

we welcomed four interns from the sa college of 
tourism to complete their 11-month practical with the 
college, namely foregive shilabi, faith leshaba, evidence 
Machavana and Mylord Mndlovu.

2017

Month Breakfast Packs lunch Packs Dinner Braai

Jan 806 0 1803 0 1038 5

feb 2442 72 3486 100 2782 125

Mar 2842 108 4143 120 3109 118

apr 1719 67 2696 67 1949 47

May 1330 57 2538 137 1447 194

Jun 568 22 1852 33 799 129

Jul 1626 109 2957 81 1769 263

aug 2555 144 3780 206 2859 208

sep 2814 58 3866 202 3030 145

oct 2040 22 3359 12 3030 145

nov 2089 79 3319 69 2134 212

dec 44 0 619 0 64 0

Total: 20875 738 34418 1027 24010 1591
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Funding 
the Future

in doing so we continue to develop, transform and expand 
the college’s scope of training to ensure a needs-based, 
applied, innovative and unified approach to the sustainable 
and ethical management of natural resources, protected 
areas and wildlife species across the african region. 

this does not obviate the fact that we also operate in 
an environment where we are faced with economic 
downturn, political volatility and global recessions and 
the potential reliance on government and donor funded 
training grants. as such, the college needs to further look 
at multi partner relationships, resource mobilisation and 
collaborative approaches as well as commercialisation 
strategies to ensure it has the capability to adjust, cope 
with and harness changes in the macro environment.

as part of a broader strategy, the college is also now 
partnering with implementation agents or organisations 
that are leading the way in terms of new innovative and 
inclusive approaches to conservation and leadership 
development within the sector. 

one of the key strategies which is gaining momentum 
is the development of the biodiversity economy to 
secure people’s livelihoods, which will in turn ensure the 
continuation, development and expansion of wildlife 
areas. this strategy requires innovative approaches to 
conservation, which are inclusive of communities living 
within or on the boundaries of so many of our protected 
areas in africa. working with communities to optimise the 
use of land they have access to, will help to restore land 
whilst as the time creating opportunities for people to 
secure their livelihoods. 

transfrontier conservation areas, parks managed on behalf 
of countries, communal land and community-owned land 
in africa are key target areas that form part of this revised 
approach to conservation where communities are an 
integral part of the conservation landscape. it is within 
this context that funding in the form of social impact 
investment is required, providing an attractive option for 
securing the future of people and the future of wildlife. 
at its heart, and vital to the success of the strategy, given 

the positive impact this will have at a social, economic and 
environmental level, is capacity building which will enable 
community members to harness opportunities within the 
conservation and wildlife sector.
 
this strategy also ties in with the shift towards a broader 
empowerment agenda and greater emphasis on social 
development as well as public private partnerships. with 
the growth in venture philanthropy, funding will have a 
much more strategic focus thereby also ensuring greater 
transparency and accountability with strong emphasis on 
social return on investment. 

as a result the college will need to focus on developing new 
funding models, income sources and different incomes 
streams so that it can help mobilise new and alternative 
funding mechanisms to support growing core costs, the 
training it provides across the sector and to capacity build 
people in support  of the development of the biodiversity 
economy.  

apart from our valued donors who continue to walk the 
road with us as partners, thereby also hopefully meeting 
their objectives through high quality delivery, we need 
to develop alternative financial resourcing models to 
further help us carry out our mandate. this will require 
us to pursue market-based opportunities and to develop 
attractive value propositions to achieve financial capacity 
and sustainability.

and here there are many rewards; from securing and 
growing employment opportunities for the college staff, 
seeing someone developing and learning new skills, 
enabling people to find employment following their 
studies often at great risk and sacrifice, and ensuring that 
communities are able to feed their families and achieve 
their goals whilst at the same time securing africa’s wild 
areas and wildlife.  when we are able to see the impacts 
being achieved and the resulting development of the 
wildlife economy to the benefit of communities as well as 
the impact being felt due to our applied learning approach 
and resultant sharing of best practice for the conservation 
and environmental sector, then we, and our partners, 
begin to swell with pride. 

WiThOuT ThE lOyAl SuPPORT OF OuR PARTNERS, SuPPORTERS AND 
DONORS WE WOulD NOT BE ABlE TO CARRy OuT OuR TRAiNiNG MANDATE, 

WhiCh AllOWS uS TO FOCuS ON huMAN CAPiTAl DEVElOPMENT 
ThROuGh SkillS TRANSFER.
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BuilDiNG SOuND DONOR 
RElATiONShiPS AND PARTNERShiPS 
with the imperative to build sound relationships and 
partnerships with our donors, the media and other 
stakeholders, the southern african wildlife college trust 
through its yearly disbursement to the college, supports an 
international marketing and fundraising trip by the ceo, 
theresa sowry and the executive Manager, fundraising, 
Marketing and Media relations, Jeanné Poultney. this 
allows the college to meet with international donors, 
potential partners and media to appraise them about 
exciting developments at the college, training needs and 
to discuss current projects being funded. 

during the 2017 trip, meetings were held in germany 
with Kfw, Kfw stiftung and charly graff; in switzerland 
with friends of african wildlife and its trustees as well 
as with other individuals interested in the college; in the 
netherlands with the university of amsterdam, dioraphte 
foundation, annet van egmond, as well as with the 
loudon family and the collot de escury family as part of 
the student exchange programme. the trip culminated 
in london where meetings were held with the rufford 
foundation who annually kindly support capital items or 
infrastructure development costs at the college, united 
for wildlife supported by the royal foundation of the 
duke and duchess of cambridge and Prince harry, which 
has been instrumental in supporting five different training 
and development projects both this year and last year, 
tusk trust who this year support advanced field ranger 
training as well as with oxford university to progress a post 
graduate research exchange programme. 

other donors that generously increased their support 
or who came on board during 2017 included the dallas 
safari club foundation, ivan carter wildlife conservation 
alliance, seaworld & Busch gardens conservation fund, 
the international fund for animal welfare (ifaw), wildark 
and champion Petfoods with their orijen and acana dog 
food brands.  a successful fundraising drive, ‘hike for rhino’ 
was also initiated by Jo devenish which saw her hiking the 
arduous 4,265km Pacific crest trail. locally the first rand 
foundation provided a disability access grant to ensure 
easier access on campus for persons with disabilities, 
the rand Merchant Bank fund provided funding for the 

newly established applied learning unit and the national 
lotteries commission supported field guide and Ph 
training for historically disadvantaged individuals wanting 
to enter the sector. 

work during the year also progressed well in terms of 
further developing the college’s communications and 
marketing tools with some exciting developments for 
the college’s website and the implementation of a digital 
strategy. this included migrating the college’s newsletters 
to a new digital format. 

as part of the process, the college’s news will in future 
be more easily shared with information also being more 
accessible, with better navigation tools and links. the new 
website will also allow for digital links to partner websites 
and to projects and other donor activity, which will also help 
to cement relationships with donors and other partners. 
another exciting development will be the anchoring of 
all content to the website, which can then be shared via 
the sawc’s social media channels. this change will also 
allow us access to powerful analytic tools to help measure 
our reach and understand reader habits and preference. 
also in the pipeline for 2018 is an e-commerce facility to 
facilitate campaigns and transfer of funds

a number of film crews visited the college during the year 
under review and six short video clips were produced and 
released by united for wildlife. with the support of the 
royal foundation, the college is using the video clips as 
marketing tools. 

during 2017, the college secured funding across its natural 
resource Management, Youth access and community 
development, field ranger training and sustainable use 
and guiding training Programmes as well as for its projects 
and core units. our sincere gratitude is extended to the 
many trusts, foundations, organisations and individuals 
that provide their continued support to the college. 

with our business-centric approach and the support of our 
partners, supporters and the donor community, we hope 
to continue making measurable inroads into ensuring the 
college’s long-term financial sustainability. 

thank you for helping us to continue to make a difference. 

Jeanné Poultney, the sawc’s executive Manager: Marketing, 
fundraising and Media relations pictured with the rufford 

foundation’s simon Mickleburgh and terry Kenny.
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Pictured with the five sawct sponsored graduates are (from left): stephen abrahams (wwf cfo -trustee and Vice chair), leonard sefu 
(previously with the Malawian Ministry of tourism, wildlife and culture – trustee), Janet wakelin (fundraiser), Mathews Mumbi (national Parks 
& wildlife – Zambia), Bochiwe dhliwayo, nothando rosslyn Moyo and richard Mahlangu (Zimbabwe Parks & wildlife Management authority), 
Johan Jonathan lottering (south african national Parks), lesley richardson (trustee - chairperson), countess sylvia labia (Principal founder 
trustee) and charles de Villiers (trustee).

we commend the college on its continued progress in 
meeting the escalating training needs in nature and 
wildlife conservation across southern africa, and on its 
work to help counter poaching in the region. 

Many of those in conservation struggle to afford the price 
of training to improve their skills – much needed for the 
crucial work of conserving our irreplaceable natural world. 
in response to this need the trust funds education in 
nature conservation at the college through scholarships 
and bursaries. donations as well as good returns on the 
trust’s investment in the wwf supported Prescient 
living Planet fund have allowed for an impressive annual 
disbursement to the college over the past few years. in 
2017 this amounted to r1.2 million, bringing the total 
disbursements made to the college since inception to a 
grand total of r13 million. 

over 60 scholarships and bursaries have been awarded by 
the trust to date. through this support conservationists 
from biodiversity-rich rural areas have had the opportunity 

to add to their knowledge and skills and earn accredited 
qualifications.

theresa sowry, the college’s ceo, captivated trustees and 
attendees at the trust’s agM in July with her report on the 
latest developments at the college. this included news 
on the counter-poaching projects to help combat wildlife 
crime.

another highlight followed in november where trustees 
and visitors to the college viewed first-hand the eco-
friendly additions to the college campus facilities. they 
also met the anti-poaching ground- and air surveillance 
teams, as well as the gifted, hard-working tracker dogs 
and their handlers at the canine unit. this was followed by 
the celebratory higher and advanced certificate student 
dinner and graduation. experiencing the invaluable work 
of the college staff and students was truly a memorable 
occasion. donors to the trust are welcome to join this 
annual event at the college to see first-hand the results of 
their contributions.

News from the 
Southern African 

Wildlife College Trust 
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the college extends its sincere gratitude for the support 
received during the 2017 financial year. without the backing 
and the collaborative efforts of our numerous partners, 
associates and funders including conservation groups, 
government agencies, conservation organisations and 
donors, both locally and internationally, the college would 
not be able to continue with its crucial task. 

the support received has enabled the college to continue 
training and developing the skills of africa’s wildlife 
custodians whilst also implementing projects that are 
making a real difference to capacity building, employment, 
the protection of threated species and the conservation of 
our natural resources. 

our thanks is extended to the following organisations, 
companies, foundations, trusts and individuals who 
generously provided the college and its students with 
financial and technical support during the year under 
review.

Special thanks is also extended to: 

our Bathawk anti Poaching aerial Patrol and K9 Project 
donors as well as individual donors including adrian and 
lesley Boyd, antione rosa, christoph and Bettina weber 
(founders of friends of african wildlife - Zürich), chris 
hanekom – hoedspruit steel & cupboards, cr sowry, edgar 
drotste trust, eliza Mcloughlin, heine Booysen – Mantella 
trading, Jerry Beardmore, Jo devenish (hike for rhinos), 
lance and Julie fritz family trust, lars svennsson, lee-
anne davis, Maxence delezenne, Moran family charitable 
trust, Purdy family fund, ra electrical, sa Phipps, stephan 
and elaine Kraut, stephanie fuller, timothy Kraut, timbavati 
Private nature reserve, tinswalo lodge, thornybush 
nature reserve, umbabat Private nature reserve, warren 
duncan, wim lampbrechts – Vanguard derivatives and the 
Yammi donation for their generous support of the college. 
Your support has enabled our training, conservation and 
counter-poaching programmes and projects.

As well as to: 

•	 charly gräf (relationship Building Partner - germany)

•	 river end consultants (Business development Partner)

Our Donors
& Supporters 

theresa sowry, the sawc’s ceo with friends of african 
wildlife trustees and donors in ZÜrich.
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Our Partners
WWF SOuTh AFRiCA 

conceptualised by wwf south africa in 1993 and built on land 
donated to wwf south africa by Mr hans hoheisen, the southern 
african wildlife college was completed as a result of cooperation 
between wwf south africa, conservation agencies, the international 
donor community, local companies and individual supporters. 
endorsed by the southern african development community 
(sadc), the college was established by wwf south africa in 1996 
and opened its doors to its first students in 1997. it was managed by 
wwf south africa until 2004 after which the task was taken over by 
Peace Parks foundation. 

kFW 

a generous grant made by the german Ministry of economic 
cooperation (BMZ) via the german development Bank (Kfw) and 
wwf south africa made the construction of the college possible. 
Kfw has over the years continued its support of the college and 
a further agreement to commence Phase 11 of the college’s 
development was signed in 2014. with Kfw’s financial support, 
Phase ii of the college’s infrastructure development commenced 
in 2015 and was completed at the end of end 2017. as a promotional 
bank, Kfw supports change and encourages progressive ideas on 
behalf of the german government. on behalf of its shareholders, the 
federal republic and the federal states of germany, it applies its 
decades of experience to improving economic, social and ecological 
living conditions at home and abroad.

SOuThERN AFRiCAN WilDliFE  
COllEGE TRuST (SAWCT)

the trust was registered in 2000 as the southern african 
conservation education trust (sacet) when wwf south africa saw 
the need to establish a trust fund in support of the work being done 
by the college and to promote conservation education across the 
region. in 2011, the name of the trust was changed to the southern 
african wildlife college trust (sawct) in 2011 to better align with the 
college, its sole beneficiary.

deserving conservation management students at the college 
qualify for scholarships and bursaries awarded by the trust, which 
also awards funding to other priority projects at the college. the 
primary objective of the trust is to continue to raise funds to assist 
the college in perpetuity. the assets of the trust are aligned with the 
wwf-sa Prescient living Planet fund, its objective being long-term 
capital growth with a high level of sustainability and environmental 
integrity.

PEACE PARkS FOuNDATiON

the trans-boundary parks in southern africa present a powerful 
vision of a shared ecological heritage and a mutually sustainable 
future. Peace Parks foundation facilitates the establishment of 
trans-frontier conservation areas (peace parks) and develops human 
resources, thereby supporting sustainable economic development, 
the conservation of biodiversity and regional peace and stability. 

since its inception, the foundation has supported the training at the 
college and formally recognises the college as its preferred training 
provider for conservation related training across the region. Peace 
Parks foundation helped cover operational shortfalls at the college 
during the 2004 – 2012 period. it currently supports the college’s 
flagship training courses, assists with fundraising for synergistic 
conservation projects and serves as a business partner for training 
initiatives in the tfcas. Peace Parks foundation also provides 
technical support and gis training to the college.
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Financial 
Report 
2017

FiNANCiAl REPORT FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017.
iNDEPENDENT AuDiTOR’S REPORT ON ThE SuMMARy 

FiNANCiAl STATEMENTS.

TO ThE MEMBERS OF SOuThERN AFRiCAN WilDliFE 
COllEGE NPC.

OPiNiON
the summary financial statements of southern african 
wildlife college nPc, which comprise the summary 
statement of financial position as at 31 december 2017, 
the summary statements of comprehensive income, 
changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, 
and related notes, are derived from the audited financial 
statements of southern african wildlife college nPc for 
the year ended 31 december 2017. 

in our opinion, the accompanying summary financial 
statements are consistent, in all material respects, with 
the audited financial statements, in accordance with the 
basis of preparation as described in the notes and the 
requirements of the companies act of south africa as 
applicable to summary financial statements.

SuMMARy FiNANCiAl STATEMENTS
the summary financial statements do not contain all the 
disclosures required by international financial reporting 
standards for small and Medium-sized entities and the 
requirements of the companies act of south africa as 
applicable to annual financial statements. reading the 
summary financial statements and the auditor’s report 
thereon, therefore, is not a substitute for reading the 
audited financial statements and the auditor’s report 
thereon. the summary financial statements and the 
audited financial statements do not reflect the effects of 

events that occurred subsequent to the date of our report 
on the audited financial statements.

ThE AuDiTED FiNANCiAl STATEMENTS AND OuR 
REPORT ThEREON
we expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited 
financial statements in our report dated 17 april 2018. 

DiRECTOR’S RESPONSiBiliTy FOR ThE SuMMARy 
FiNANCiAl STATEMENTS
the directors are responsible for the preparation of the 
summary financial statements in accordance with the 
basis of preparation as described in the note and the 
requirements of the companies act of south africa as 
applicable to summary financial statements. 

AuDiTOR’S RESPONSiBiliTy
our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether 
the summary financial statements are consistent, in all 
material respects, with the audited financial statements 
based on our procedures, which were conducted in 
accordance with international standard on auditing 
(isa) 810 (revised), engagements to report on summary 
financial statements.

Pricewaterhousecoopers inc. 
director: nh döman
registered auditor 
stellenbosch
date: 08/10/2018



summary statement of financial Position 2017 2016

r r

assets

non-current assets

Property, Plant and equipment  56, 400, 289 41, 648, 070

goodwill  1, 222, 048 1, 440, 923

intangible assets  893, 333 1, 053, 333

 58, 515, 670 44, 142, 326

current assets

inventories  369, 340 328, 262

trade and other receivables  4, 840, 984 3, 287, 956

cash and cash equivalents  5, 565, 770 15, 840, 007

 10, 776, 094 19, 456, 225

total assets  69, 291, 764 63, 598, 551

equity and liabilities

funds

capital fund  40, 000 40, 000

earmarked fund  41, 258, 971 28, 129, 300

general funds  13, 446, 919 14, 825, 764

 54, 745, 890 42, 995, 064

liabilities

non-current liabilities

Borrowings - -

current liabilities

trade and other Payables  1, 986, 692 3, 299, 139

Borrowings  1, 214, 636 -

deferred income  11, 344, 546 17, 304, 348

total liabilities  14, 545, 874 20, 603, 487

total equity and liabilities  69, 291, 764 63, 598, 551
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Basis of Preparation. the summary financial statements are prepared in accordance with criteria developed by management. 
under management’s established criteria, it discloses the summary statement of financial position, summary statement of 
comprehensive income, summary statement of changes in funds, summary statement of cash flows, and other information 
which management determines as relevant. these summary financial statements are derived from the audited financial 
statements of southern african wildlife college nPc for the year ended 31 december 2017, which were prepared in accordance 
with international financial reporting standards for small and Medium-sized entities.
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 summary statement of  
comprehensive income

2017
earmarked

2017 
general

2017
total

2016  
total

r r r r

revenue  21, 120, 104  35, 901, 315  57, 021, 419  70, 732, 067 

other income -  5, 197, 673  5, 197, 673  3, 734, 929 

operating expenses  (7, 990, 433)  (42, 648, 681)  (50, 639, 114)  (57, 553, 753) 

operating surplus (deficit)  13, 129, 671  (1, 549, 693)  11, 579, 978  16, 913, 243 

investment revenue -  188, 378  188, 378  267 198 

finance costs -  (17, 530)  (17, 530)  (57, 136 ) 

surplus (deficit) for the year  13, 129, 671  (1, 378, 845)  11, 750, 826  17, 123, 305 

other comprehensive income - - - -

total comprehensive surplus (deficit) 
for the year

 13, 129, 671  (1, 378, 845)  11, 750, 826  17, 123, 305 

summary statement of cash flows 2017 2016

r r

cash flows from operating activities

cash generated from operations  7, 435, 328  23, 859, 051 

interest income  188, 378  267, 198 

finance costs  (17, 530)  (57, 136)

net cash from operating activities  7, 606, 176  24, 069, 113 

cash flows utilised in investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment  (19, 629, 819)  (22, 386, 524) 

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment  534, 770  (3)

net cash from investing activities  (19, 095, 049)  (22, 386, 527) 

cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds (repayments) of borrowings  1, 214, 636  (1, 270, 259) 

net cash from financing activities  1, 214, 636  (1, 270, 259) 

total cash movement for the year  (10, 274, 237)  412, 327 

cash at the beginning of the year  15, 840, 007  15, 427, 680 

total cash at the end of the year  5, 565, 770  15, 840, 007 

summary statement of  
changes in equity

 capital fund  earmarked 
funds 

 general funds total equity

r r r r

Balance at 1 January 2016 40, 000  14, 058, 430  11, 773, 329  25, 871, 759 

surplus for the year -  14, 070, 870  3, 052, 435  17, 123, 305 

other comprehensive income - - - -

total comprehensive surplus for the year -  14, 070, 870  3, 052, 435  17, 123, 305 

Balance at 1 January 2017 40, 000  28, 129, 300  14, 825, 764  42, 995, 064 

surplus (deficit) for the year  13, 129, 671  (1, 378, 845)  11, 750, 826 

other comprehensive income - - - -

total comprehensive surplus (deficit)
for the year

 13, 129, 671  (1, 378, 845)  11, 750, 826 

Balance at 31 december 2017 40, 000  41, 258, 971  13, 446, 919  54, 754, 890 
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For further information please contact:

SOuThERN AFRiCAN WilDliFE COllEGE
P/Bag X3015 hoedspruit 1380, south africa

tel: +27 (15) 793-7300
fax: +27 (15) 793-7314

e-mail: info@sawc.org.za / website: www.wildlifecollege.org.za

designed and produced by nitrogen design and advertising in association with Jeanné Poultney.
Photos courtesy of college staff and sawc associates including gawie lindeque, 

dianne tipping woods, Joël roerig, elisabeth Brentano, Villiers steyn and the lawrence anthony earth organisation.
front cover photo courtesy of Villiers steyn - www.visionphotography.co.za.

incorporated in the republic of south africa under section 21 of the companies act, 1973 (act 61 of 1973), the college is a legal association with the registered 
name of the southern african wildlife college registration number 1996/005726/08).

registered as a non-profit public benefit company, the sawc is proudly supported by both wwf-sa and Peace Parks foundation together with the 
southern african wildlife college trust. this is an independent trust fund set up by wwf-sa in 2000 to provide a reliable income stream for the wildlife 
college in perpetuity. the college’s nPc registration number:  046-675-nPc/ PBo registration number 930016093

the sawc is fully registered with the department of higher education and training as a Private higher education institution under the higher education 
act, 1997, registration certificate number: 2011/he08/004 until 31 december 2021. the college also offers qualifications registered on the nQf falling under 
the occupational Qualifications framework (oQf). the quality excellence is still maintained via,  cathsseta, the sector education and training authority 
(seta) in line with the Qcto mandated requirements.

the college is accredited by cathsseta, the culture, arts, tourism, hospitality and sports sector education and training authority (seta), (accreditation no. 
613/P/000001/2004), and has been appointed by cathsseta as an institute of sectoral and occupational excellence (isoe) for its outstanding contribution 
to skills development and organisational capacitation.

recognised by the department of environmental affairs, south africa as a credible and long standing non-government conservation organisation (ngo), 
the sawc is an approved project for socio economic development under the Broad-based economic empowerment act 53 of 2003 and the codes of good 
practice on Broad-based Black economic empowerment. 

the sawc is registered as a Vat vendor with the south african revenue services (sars) Vat registration no: 4370159610 and tax reference no: 9508059640.

PuBliShED iN 2018 By ThE SOuThERN AFRiCAN WilDliFE COllEGE


